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A Prom to Remember

Clash of the Classes
By CHIRAG GURUKIRAN, junior

Seniors line up for a picture with their dates at a pre-prom party.
By KAVYA UDUPA, senior
I USED TO THINK of prom as
this overhyped event in which
girls spend unnecessary hours
stressing about dresses and
guys spend the same amount
of time planning extravagant
“promposals.” I remember sitting
in the cafeteria as a freshman,
and scoffing at the idea of even
going to prom; prom, to me, was
simply a “glorified sweet sixteen.”

But sitting here, writing this
article nearly two weeks after it
was due, made me realize that
though prom is extravagant and
though some of the “promposals”
match marriage proposals in both
budget and extravagance, prom is
memorable because it celebrates
the process leading up to the actual
event. Writing this article has
made me realize that prom does
not celebrate just the past couple
of days, weeks, or even months.
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CONNOR KENZO SHAH

Prom is a celebration of the four
years we spend here at JP Stevens.
To write this article, I looked to
my fellow seniors for inspiration for
a common theme associated with
prom. What was so memorable
about the event? Some, like Melanie
Lim, thought that there was this
idealistic illusion associated with
prom. “It’s not like the movies.
The minute you walk into the
room, the crowd doesn’t go silent
See PROM, page 17

A SCHOOL-WIDE showdown that
pits grade against grade to test
strength, unity, and sportsmanship,
Battle of the Classes has always
epitomized the vigor and
competitive spirit that JP fosters.
This year was no different. On
May 21, participants from each
grade joined to dance, cheer,
and battle their way to victory.
The competition, hosted by the
JP Student Council, included
events ranging from crab soccer
to obstacle courses, dance-offs
to tug-of-war, and many more.
The judges, Mr. Cantalupo, Mrs.
Brandstetter, Mr. Canova, and
Mrs. Lasko, awarded BOTC points
based on team performance,
ranking, and crowd support. These
points, combined with those
earned in class versus class events
like Hall Decoration and Spirit
Week, were added to determine
which class would reign supreme.
The freshmen kicked off
the event with an ostentatious

display of their hot pink t-shirts,
leopard-patterned
bandanas,
and war-painted faces. The
sophomores’ rendition of the
classic “Everywhere We Go”
chant and the seniors’ military
boot camp garb both earned
enthusiastic applause. However,
the juniors swept the floor with
their percussive barrage, led by
drummers Anish Soni, Shekhar
Kripalani, and Umang Sheth;
their energetic cheer routine;
and their Dark Knight themed
class banner, painted by juniors
Kruti Patel and Dhwani Saraiya.
Next, the sophomores proved
their speed and stamina by
winning a drawn-out overunder basketball relay, while
the seniors demonstrated their
ability to work as a unit, forming
a human ring and passing the
hula hoop along its members.
In an unprecedented turn of
events, the seniors lost to their
sophomore opponents in the longawaited tug-of-war tournament:
See BOTC, page 14

Words of Wisdom Musical Melodies
By GRACE WANG, freshman

DAVID STEVENSON

Akhil Sharma presents his award-winning book, Family
Life, in the JP Stevens library.
By TANAYA BADSA, junior
IN LATE APRIL, the Library
Breakfast Club invited Akhil
Sharma to share his insight as
an accomplished author and JP
Stevens alumnus. Born in Delhi,
Mr. Sharma moved to the U.S. when
he was eight years old. As a student,
Mr. Sharma grew up in a family
devastated by loss and disoriented
from a move from India to the U.S.
Persevering through his traumatic
experiences, Sharma successfully
emerged as the author of two
critically acclaimed novels, An

Obedient Father and Family Life, and
as an assistant professor in English
at Rutgers University-Newark.
Like the protagonist in his most
recent,
semi-autobiographical
novel Family Life, Mr. Sharma’s
older brother suffered from severe
brain damage in a swimming pool
accident; shortly after the family
immigrated to the U.S. It was during
this time, however, that Mr. Sharma
found solace in writing. “Writing,”
as Mr. Sharma commented in an
interview with The Hawkeye, “was
a way of gaining distance from
See SHARMA, page 14

MAY 14 MARKED the night of
JP Stevens’ annual OrchestraGuitar spring concert. This year,
under the direction of Mr. Verdi
(orchestra) and Mr. Huaman
(guitar), students from various
ensembles worked together to
deliver phenomenal performances.
The concert commenced with
Mr. Verdi’s introduction of
the Concert Orchestra, which
performed three distinct selections.

The
Concert
Orchestra
enlivened the audience by first
performing “Red Rhythmico,” a
jaunty jazz piece that featured four
soloists. Afterward, the orchestra
transitioned to classical music
with the song “Chaconne,” by
Johann Pachelbel. The audience
was amazed by the students’
precision of dynamics and
phrasing. The Concert Orchestra
closed its performance with an
unconventional and modern
See STRINGS, page 17

Songs for Service
By SAMIKA PARAB, junior

THE JP STEVENS auditorium
was filled with melodious songs
voiced by the JP choir students
on the night of May 22. It was a
celebration of music that attracted
a large crowd of students and
teachers alike, bringing together an
entire school for a worthy cause:
raising funds for people diagnosed
with ALS. Short for amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, this disease targets

and damages neurons in the brain.
As of today, approximately 30,000
Americans have been diagnosed
with ALS, and on average, 15
new people contract the disease
everyday. The disease is a widely
growing problem, and the JP choir
members took it upon themselves
to help those struggling from
ALS by hosting a benefit concert.
Before the concert took place,
choir students spent countless
hours planning and organizing the

OPINION, PAGE 3

NEWS, PAGE 15
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The debate over artificial food

A farewell to retiring teachers

Where will you be 20 years from now?

SIMON WONG

The JP Orchestra prepares
to perform on stage.

event. A concert night committee
was created to coordinate the
activities at the event. This
committee consisted of 30 people,
and each person was assigned a
specific job to carry out for the
entire evening. junior Sahana
Khandavilli, one of the members
of the committee, described the
wide range of responsibilities
that she and her peers had to
take on, remarking, “Everyone
See SERENAIDE, page 17
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OPINION

Finding the Perfect Fit
By HELENA WU, columnist

THE FINISH LINE was too far away.
With a burning ache in my legs as my
body protested against each stride, the
meters separating me from brief respite
fostered torturous fathoms of pain. I
wondered incredulously how I could be
caught in such misery. I wanted nothing
more than to survive the track season, but
if every practice was going to result in this
inexplicable physical pain in my legs, I saw
no way to continue. I reluctantly withdrew
from the season, feeling as though I had
forfeited the right to call myself an athlete. I
could not have been more wrong. The reality
is that the term “athlete” does not only
include those who excel in a conventional
sport; it also includes those who find
ways to exercise that best fit their bodies.
Whether you practice an unconventional
sport or shy away from exercise entirely,
everyone has the potential to be as talented
and awe-inspiring as any varsity captain,
professional athlete, or even Olympian.
I am not suggesting that the most
popular sports such as basketball, football,
wrestling, or track are overrated, but rather,
that people who do not participate in
them tend to underestimate themselves.
Whether you abstain from exercise, enjoy
skateboarding, or participate in a less
popular sport such as cricket, there is no
reason to feel doubtful of your abilities.
In the realm of human movement, every
avenue is equally valid. There is a cultural
perception that athletes in mainstream
sports represent the pinnacle of strength,
agility, and plain superhuman physicality.
You need physical fitness to progress,
but eventually being in a better condition
delivers diminishing returns. You will need
to rely more on specific skill development

and experience to improve. The most highprofile athletes are not necessarily the most
fit—and for all you athletic underdogs out
there, choosing to believe this can prove
to be very motivational for your minds.
If you have never taken exercise seriously,
I strongly suggest you begin. Homo sapiens
have endured a harrowing millennia of
movement by necessity. We are creatures
with complex physiology and an innate
inclination to run, jump, throw, carry, and
climb. Babies spend
months exploring
their motor abilities,
grasping, kicking, and
crawling with steely
perseverance. Life is
simply incomplete
without it. Look
no further
than the
sea squirt,
a
creature
which begins
its time on this
planet sailing
around the
ocean depths.
But once it
latches onto
a rock
to live out its days immobilized, it literally
digests its own brain—a costly organ that
is no longer useful if it cannot coordinate
locomotion—for energy, and it becomes
nothing more than a plant. Fortunately,
our genes do not program such a process
in our own bodies, but a life without
regular exercise severely lacks the vigor
and fulfillment that is ours by birthright.
Besides, even if we are not fans of sports,
virtually all of us are naturally impressed by
the grace of gymnasts, the sheer explosive

power of quarterbacks, and the fierce
grit of MMA fighters. As we watch their
masterful performances, we are momentarily
transported from our bodies into theirs.
Every great athlete started at the bottom
and actively developed the physical traits he
or she currently possesses. The human body
is undeniably primed for maximizing its
physical abilities. Instead of reveling in the
exploits of athletes, you can actually become
one of them. The ways to get started are
thrillingly countless. Ballet, table tennis,
archery, kettlebell sport, strongman,
Brazilian jiu jitsu, parkour—all of
these are fairly less popular sports
which hone your physical abilities in
unique ways. For people who
think they will never be on their
high school or college sports
teams, these represent just a tiny
sliver of the endless possibilities
out there. You are bound to find
an activity that motivates you,
that makes you feel the rush of being
fully alive. It is never too late to start.
Some of the greatest athletes of all time,
including Jack LaLanne and Bruce Lee,
did not even play the conventional
high school sports. Both of them
began training in their teens,
and yet both achieved such
transcendent physical mastery that their
names are permanently etched in history.
I learned all of this personally after pain
left me on the sidelines of the school track. I
instead trekked down a seldom traveled path
to fulfill my desire to train like an athlete. The
effort is worthwhile for everyone. Movement
does not discriminate; movement is one of
the few egalitarian constants in life. Since your
first breath, you have been meant to partake
and excel in it—this infinitely versatile
expression of life which makes us human.

Cleaning Up Corruption
By VISHESH SHARMA, sophomore
CLUBS ARE AT THE FOREFRONT of many
of our extracurricular lives. They are where
we establish connections and implement
change—all under the guidance of club
advisors. This past spring, when various
clubs at JP selected a new group of leaders
and representatives, we were told that our
newly elected boards would be comprised
of the most dedicated members. But in
cases where popular vote is the dominant
factor in determining elections, we see
an entirely different pattern: friendships
and sibling influences tend to overshadow
the hard work and commitment of other
candidates. Although these may be rare
occurrences, manipulated elections diminish
the lessons that clubs can teach us: the
value of teamwork, dedication, and time
management. Although our school has taken
measures to prevent corruption by installing
club advisors, school clubs that still rely on
popular vote remain susceptible to bias and
connection-based promotions. Therefore,
for those clubs that conduct elections solely
through a popular vote, it is up to us—the
student body—to set aside our personal
connections and make sacrifices for the
club in order to ensure its overall quality.
From joining a club to running for
an executive board position, personal
connections play an indispensable role in
politics. For example, requirements to run
for office can be “met” through relationships
with students who hold prominent positions;
this means that some board members
of clubs will throw their support behind
people who have supported them in the past
regardless of their merit. In recent years,
this type of exchange has become almost
normal in our nation’s political atmosphere.
Thankfully, school clubs only resemble but

do not exactly mirror our actual politicians.
However, we should be cautious of tradeoff
deals that may occur, however minor,
within our school club community. The
deals discourage potential members from
joining, and current members who pour in
countless hours of work lose the motivation
to continue devoting time to such a club.
Because of these unfair shortcuts,
unqualified students may rise to the top,
decreasing the effectiveness of the club
as a whole. However, if club members
see that decisions are made based only on
qualifications, they would then have the
motivation to go the extra mile and meet
those qualifications. And those same people
might even dissuade others from thinking
“he’s just doing it for college applications”
or “I think my friend will do a better job
because I know him personally.” Presidential
elections in the United States are affected
in the same way. Voters will vote for a
presidential candidate simply because he or
she is a Democrat or Republican, instead
of focusing on a candidate’s experience and
capabilities. Often, the speaking and public
relations skills of a candidate are more
important than the actual substance of his
or her speech; but a charismatic candidate
does not always equate to a good one.
I have personally been involved in a few
elections in my time here at JP Stevens, and
I will admit that I, too, have supported my
friends in their elections without bothering
to look at what other candidates have to
offer. But more recently, I have come to see
the importance of truly objective voting.
We need to select competent leaders who
have clear goals and aspirations for their
clubs. I often hear about unfair executive
board elections by those who have lost
their position to someone else. Many times
these people strongly believe they have been

wronged, prompting them to spread the idea
that these clubs are corrupted. Whether or
not these rumors are true, they degrade a
club’s reputation and restrict club growth.
How can we address the clear issues with
election processes that are based exclusively
on popular vote? First, we can keep these
processes as transparent as possible to clear
all misconceptions. Transparency means
that all members are aware of how each
candidate is nominated and subsequently
selected, whether through a point-system,
through a holistic evaluation of an
application, or a combination of interviews,
past performance, and an application. After
the vote is cast by the general members of
the club, the unbiased opinion of the advisor
could make the final call. Popular vote is a
great way of keeping all club members
involved in the process but it shouldn’t
be the sole decision maker in this process.
While there still exist many imperfections
within the political appointment processes
of both the school and the real world,
school politics are on a much smaller scale
and are accordingly far more manageable.
Maintaining honesty, transparency, and
objectivity when determining new executive
boards is both essential for ensuring
the quality of a club experience and for
preparing our mindsets for the future, when
we are able to participate in a wider range
of elections and promotions. Let’s reward
hard work and dedication, not charisma
and personal connections. Whether we
vote for a candidate for a school club or
for our country, it is our duty to vote fairly.
We might not be able to persuade the entire
populace of the United States to vote after
doing ample research on the candidates, but
we can most definitely make a difference
through our own votes for the most
capable individuals right here in JP Stevens.
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Dimension of the Future
By ANDREW SHEN, freshman
WITH THE MODEST reception of Google
Glass and the Apple Watch, it might seem
justified to say that the technological
revolution is losing its steam. However,
there is something in our midst that may
hold the potential to spark a new age of
creativity: 3D printing. Developed by
Chuck Hull in 1984, 3D printing, also
known as additive manufacturing (AM),
divides a blueprint from a digital file into
thousands of horizontal layers, which are
then used to form a three-dimensional
object, layer by layer. There is reason to
question the value of 3D printing, as it
has only recently gained traction in various
industries like architecture and medicine and
is not widely used by consumers. However,
with the great potential 3D printers hold
for home uses, education, and businesses,
they might just be enough to add a new
dimension of ingenuity to the technological
developments of future generations.
Though they are still often considered
to be niche products only available and
useful for hobbyists, 3D printers are now
affordable and accessible to the average
consumer. In three years, prices for
3D printers have fallen from as high as
$20,000 to $1,000. Critics, such as Rachel
Armstrong of The Architectural Review, refer
to 3D printing as “an artisan practice for
an oligarchy of enthusiastic designers,”
arguing that the low rate of adoption of
3D printing for average consumers thus far
proves that 3D printers will simply remain
a niche product. However, in the 30 years
since it was developed, there has barely been
enough time to realize the full potential of
these products. There remains a myriad

of uses for the consumer. 3D printing is
more than a fad; critics should be more
cognizant of the progress 3D printing has
made and will continue to make, especially
with the continued evolution of design
and cost reduction for typical consumers.
Considering the current optimistic prospects
and 3D printing’s potential to achieve even
more, it is safe to say that 3D printing can
revolutionize the future of technology.
Though 3D printing is only beginning to
entrench itself in home and educational uses,
it has already been used in a greater capacity
by many manufacturers. Companies such
as General Electric and Ford currently use
3D printing to produce small-scale models
of larger equipment, ranging from cars to
turbines to even jet engines. Hospitals have
also made significant advancements using
this process in remarkable ways; just earlier
this year, two-year-old Mina Khan, who was
born with a major heart defect, received
a life-saving operation that was made
possible by the use of a 3D-printed model.
Doctors used 3D printers to fabricate a
copy of her heart before surgery, in order
to plan and prepare for the actual operation.
Those who claim that the technological
revolution has come to a standstill do not
see how 3D printing has been dramatically
transforming all types of industries. Would
companies pick up technology destined
to be “just a fad?” Considering these
notable advancements and growing rates
of adoption of the process, one can only
imagine the capabilities of 3D printing.
With 3D printing in the educational field,
not only can students learn the inner workings
and production of certain items, but they
can also learn using 3D printed supplies.
Take math, for example. Students would

Food Under Fire
By KRISHNAVENI TADI, sophomore
FROM THE PERFECT cream-to-fluffypastry ratio in our beloved Twinkies to the
irresistible crunch of orange cheese puffs,
processed foods have always been a key
part of our lives. These days, however, it
seems as though one can hardly proclaim
his or her passion for these indulgent snacks
without immediately being reminded of the
various unpronounceable chemicals and
toxins laced in these foods. Panera, Subway,
even Kraft’s Mac and Cheese—all of these
seemingly harmless and household brands
have been attacked for containing obscure
and supposedly toxic ingredients. Yes,
processed foods contain chemicals; however,
everything, from all-natural purified water to
man-made concrete, is made of chemicals.
Many activists who assign a derogatory label
to these processed foods do not properly
understand the science behind processed
food. Moreover, these activists sometimes
inadvertently
promote
scientifically
unproven and potentially dangerous
practices under the facade of healthy eating.
It is undeniable that excess amounts of
ice cream provide little to no nutritional
benefits, but the real danger of eating too
much junk food comes from the excessive
consumption of sugar, not from chemicals.
Capitalizing on our fear of the unknown,
a horde of activists, including the selfproclaimed “Food Babe” Vani Hari, is
leading a national movement against any
product with a possibly “harmful” substance.
Hari has led campaigns attacking some
of the biggest names in the food industry,
including popular chain restaurants Chipotle
and Subway. Hari’s legion of dedicated
followers call themselves the “Food Babe
Army” and support her endeavors to shut
down or revamp any food company that
she deems harmful. For example, Hari
protested the use of a substance found in

Subway’s bread called azodicarbonamide
that is also purportedly used in yoga mats.
Her exaggerated statements undoubtedly
put the image of rubber and sweat in
the minds of people who had previously
enjoyed Subway’s products. However, the
Food Babe conveniently omitted a key fact:
the chemical is not a major component of
yoga mats and only exists in trace
amounts in Subway’s bread as
a leavening agent. More
importantly, she left
out the possibility
that a chemical reacts
differently when in
contact with different
substances. In other
words, when in contact
with the materials that
comprise the yoga mat, the
aforementioned chemical will
react differently and produce
an inedible product. Hari serves
more as a fearmonger who uses
her influence negatively rather
than as an activist for healthy
eating; her campaigns elicit terror
from a watchful audience as she calls
out every other company, leaving
people to wonder if anything is safe
from these life-threatening chemicals.
What the new age of healthconscious people is truly missing is
that chemicals are the building blocks of
everyday life. A chemical used in a certain
manner or quantity in a given product will
not have the same effect as when the same
substance is used in a different amount and
way. For example, Lacquer, paint typically
used for hardier tasks such as painting walls
and other surfaces, contains chemicals of
the ester family. However, mangoes also
hold traces of the same volatile organic
compound. And yet, Poison Control has not
reported a single case of food poisoning by
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better understand mathematical concepts
using 3D printed diagrams and designs than
they would using one-dimensional textbook
diagrams. Art and design classes would also
benefit greatly from the ability to partake
in new projects with an added dimension.
Design students in Kansas State University
have already employed 3D printers to
make prosthetic skin for burn victims,
creating fundamentally intricate designs
for a relatively low price, cheaper than the
prosthetic skins currently on the market. 3D
printing is also used right here at JP Stevens.
Although we have yet to incorporate 3D
printing into our classrooms, our very own
robotics team uses 3D printers to create small
parts for their projects, in order to become
familiar with the technology of 3D printers.
Elsewhere, there are companies such as
Leapfrog that offer a curriculum solely based
around 3D printers. Schools everywhere
from the Netherlands to Germany have
used these companies’ products, making
it evident that school districts around the
globe have taken note of 3D printing’s
potential. With all of the possible uses
that the 3D printer has for enhancing our
education, it is likely that 3D printing will
prove to be more important in the future.
But even then, detractors still note that
3D printing may actually cause certain
industries to struggle rather than succeed.
With the ability to make products at home,
why bother going to a store at all? This
argument, though seemingly reasonable,
ignores the window of opportunity 3D
printing presents. 3D printing as a whole
will only benefit the economy by providing
new opportunities, especially to researchers,
engineers, and doctors. Researchers and
engineers will be better equipped to design

and work with new products, increasing
innovation around the board and helping
companies revitalize their product lines.
The 3D printer’s ability to create precise,
detailed models will benefit fields that
focus especially on the hands-on and design
aspects of innovation. Not to mention, the
benefits that 3D printing would serve to the
medical field are extraordinary. Moreover,
companies that produce home items will
not be seriously hurt by the rise of the 3D
printing industry. Though some people may
decide to use the 3D printer for at-home
production, others may still prefer the look
and feel of industrially produced items. 3D
printing is an alternative option in various
situations, and it is up to people to decide
how they use the 3D printer. Nevertheless,
claiming that the advent of 3D printing
will choke the industry will only evoke a
Luddite-like fear of technology and set
back our will to progress with 3D printing.
The debate over 3D printing’s ability to
shape the future is not so much a question
of its effectiveness, but more so a question
of human nature; are we willing to try
something that may not immediately benefit
ourselves? Critics believe that its potential
to change the future is overestimated; many
also feel that modern technology is not
as revolutionary anymore. However, the
current progress and revolution counter this
claim. Even though it is not yet a staple in our
homes, businesses and schools have already
integrated 3D printing into their work. If
3D printing has even shown the possibility
to save people’s lives, how can we throw
out its potential? Early adopters are not just
members of a fad; rather, they are more
likely a part of the beginning of a revolution
that will only strengthen in the coming years.

the consumption of the wholesome fruit.
Other “health-conscious” advocates also call
for the consumption of raw cow’s milk as
opposed to drinking flash-pasteurized milk,
milk that is processed to remove damaging
microbial and bacterial organisms. I will
admit, I am not an expert
on dietary
habits
or

increasingly polarized on the health
spectrum—on one end there are those
who meticulously follow every new dieting
fad that hits the market; on the other are
those who fail to realize that dining on
McDonald’s everyday may not be the wisest
decision. Perhaps it is better to be in the
middle of the spectrum; instead of blindly
following every new eating habit or
binge-eating foods inundated
with sugar and saturated fats,
tempering natural food such as
fruit and vegetables with the
occasional Klondike bar or
pack of Cheetos will help
you lead a balanced life.
It is true that nothing
is good in excess, but
this does not mean we
should
permanently
eliminate certain foods
from our diets. After all,
a bit of mac and cheese
every now and then
never killed anyone. For
whatever reason, we have
been raised to associate
any ingredient whose
name we have trouble
pronouncing with harmful effects.
This false perception makes it all
the easier for the anti-processed food
movement and the Food Babe Army
to reign over us and breed hysteria over
substances that are actually harmless.
Don’t let anyone pull wool over your eyes
about the effects of artificial ingredients
in your food—the true effects can only be
determined by your scientific research. We
must remember that the term “chemical” is
not always synonymous with a degradation
of health. It is time we stop alienating
all of our processed foods and welcome
some of our artificial friends back into our
diets—have you eaten your Twinkie today?

nutrition,
b u t some of
the new health crazes are
not only dangerous but also downright
ridiculous. Advocates of natural eating,
including the “Food Babe,” are simply
considering these chemicals out of context.
It seems that our nation has become
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An Inelastic Clause
By CHRIS XIE, political columnist

THE FUNDAMENTAL American virtue
that sets us apart from other nations is the
freedom of speech and expression. But while
this right is allegedly guaranteed to all citizens
by the First Amendment, we often find it
violated by government intervention in times
of crisis. However, it is in these times that we
need these freedoms the most; government
intervention that jeopardizes our First
Amendment rights can never be justified,
even in the face of a threat to public safety.
In fact, public safety must, occasionally, be
threatened in order to elicit a response to our
grievances; the Baltimore and Ferguson riots
exemplify how public disorder can inspire
change. More importantly, if our freedom
of expression is to be restricted because
of public unrest, it is no longer a freedom
but rather a privilege of convenience.
In 1775, our forefathers rose up against
the British empire to break away from their
oppressive reign. They fought and bled in the
long years of the American Revolutionary
War to mold the thirteen colonies into a
country where each citizen would have
undeniable natural rights. Among these
rights is the right to free expression,
an inherent right that no government
should ever possess the ability to restrict.
Even in situations where public safety is
threatened, our right to free expression
must remain completely unconditional.
Otherwise, our freedom becomes a
wavering privilege available to us only
when it is convenient for the government.
In addition, public disorder, often cited
as a cause of prohibitive government
intervention, is actually an integral part of
our freedom of expression. The recent riots
in Baltimore and Ferguson present clear
examples of this idea. African-Americans
in both cities are oppressed by a broken
infrastructure and a detestable amount of
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police brutality. As victims of a corrupt
education system, many of the
people in the predominantly
black neighborhoods lack
a high school
diploma,
let
alone a college
education.
In
Baltimore, the
unemployment
rate for young
black men is
37%, compared
to the current
national rate
of 8%. With
every
card
stacked against
them,
black
residents in both
cities have their
hands tied. In
spite of the need for change, policymakers
have never enforced effective reform.
In 2014, after the police shooting of
Michael Brown, an unarmed black teenager,
the residents of Ferguson finally rose up
in protest, weary of the constant police
brutality against African-Americans in
the area. At first, these peaceful protests
received cursory attention from the media.
But then, angry protestors sparked riots,
igniting brutal clashes with police and leaving
buildings aflame. The resulting widespread
civil unrest and 24/7 news coverage quickly
brought national attention to the numerous
problems plaguing the city. In the aftermath,
a dialogue was opened between Ferguson
citizens and their authorities for the first
time. In response to fierce criticism of their
policies, the Ferguson Police Department
even required that their police officers
wear body cameras, and arrangements
were made to rebuild buildings that
had been burned down in the riots.

A similar situation arose in Baltimore
in April 2015, only a year later. When
tensions rose to a dangerous level
after the police shooting of Freddie
Gray, thousands of AfricanAmericans rose up in
protest. Some of them
resorted to violence—
they destroyed police
cars and burned
local buildings. As
with Ferguson,
the
entire
nation
then
became abruptly
immersed
in
the situation in
Baltimore.
As a result,
the Justice
Department
began an investigation into the Baltimore
Police. Shortly after the riots, previously
rejected city proposals on police body

cameras were put into consideration.
It is clear that the Baltimore and Ferguson
protests—most notably the riots—sparked
a wave of national scrutiny regarding the
critical, tumultuous situations in both
cities. The public disorder resulting from
both of the protests attracted attention
to the plethora of grievances of AfricanAmericans that would have otherwise been
ignored. Ferguson and Baltimore are both
prime examples of cities where people
are harvesting public unrest to exercise
their freedom of expression. Restrictive
government intervention in these cases
would only inhibit our right to express
ourselves, rather than protect the public.
As rising high school students who
will soon enter the larger world, we must
understand the importance of keeping our
rights unconditional. We must recognize
the limits and extents of our freedoms,
for we are the next generation of leaders,
policymakers, and social activists who will
either sustain our free society or allow it to
fall under the power of an oppressive regime.

The Futile Fight
By ALEXANDER BOGDANOWICZ,
political columnist
IN 1791, hundreds of Pennsylvanians
united in protest against the newly-formed
United States government, infuriated with
the notion that their new government was
imposing a Whiskey Tax on its people. In
response, President Washington quickly
raised an army of 13,000 militiamen and
led the effort to suppress the insurgency.
It had only been three years since the
Bill of Rights was written, and already
the populace was abusing its privileges.
Washington’s response represents more
than just the end of one rebellion. It reflects
how one of the core principles on which the
United States was founded—freedom of
speech—became distorted. But free speech
associated with violence, destructive behavior,
and property damage is no longer protected
under the First Amendment, and the rights
of the people to assemble and petition are
forfeited as soon as voices turn to fists.
The current problem in the United States,
namely in Baltimore, is one that troubles the
notion of change and reform. The Baltimore
riots were sparked by the death of AfricanAmerican Freddie Gray in late April, the
result of a group of police officers allegedly
exploiting the power that was vested in
them. This was the result of a failed judicial
system that has, time after time, neglected
the needs and safety of African-Americans
and other minorities. Regardless of this
injustice, the Baltimore riots were in no
way justifiable. Government intervention
was not only key to the resolution of this
issue, and violent demonstrations in general,
but also morally and legally necessary.
Threatening public safety is a severe
offense, enough for perpetrators to
be detained, arrested, fined, or even
incapacitated. Approaching the outbreak
of riots aggressively can aggravate the
situation rather than rectify it. Therefore,
the government aims to contain riots rather
than actually intervene. To prevent another
incident of police brutality, the police and
National Guard took a hands-off defensive
approach to dealing with rioters. But when
buildings are burned, property is destroyed,
and people’s lives are put at risk, the
government has a legal and moral obligation
to serve and protect innocent civilians.
The United States, like many republican
nations, functions under the idea that
representation covers all aspects of change.
From passing legislation to enforcing those
laws, people do not directly instigate change;
the government does. Everything is decided
by officials elected to represent the voices
of their constituents. Because the United

States operates through its representatives,
violent protest and rebellions are not
accepted modes of implementing change.
What, then, is the purpose of protesting,
if it does not immediately spark change?
Protests are slow; they take time to organize
and often entail radical methods or intense
dedication to be effective. True protests do
not involve fists but ideas. The power of
the mind and thought does not break laws
or push past the boundaries of morality
and public safety; the mind uses laws to
its advantage. Protesting is a way to attract
the attention of representatives who have
the power to foster change. Yes, burning,
breaking, and stealing may attract the
attention of authorities and prompt the
government to take immediate legal action.
However, these actions do not promote
positive reform. They are only setbacks
to their cause and will eventually become
a major factor that leads to its demise.
Historically speaking, the United States
has never been able to adapt to change
quickly. Activists of the women’s rights
movement, the civil rights movement, and
now even the LGBT equality movement
are all examples of reformists that have
dedicated time, patience, and work to their
cause, prevailing only after a long period of
time. They have steadily come closer to their
goal, not through shattering windows and
looting businesses, but through government
recognition and intervention. The same
government intervention that defends our
citizens against unjustifiable crime, and
that which suspends the rights of those
who infringe upon the rights of others.
The optimal situation in any movement
is one that does not involve government
intervention. If change has been capable of
rearing itself without the use of force in the
United States, then what is the purpose of
violence and criminal behavior? Government
intervention is not portrayed by the media in
a positive light; but 100 years from now, will
it matter what the opinion of the Huffington
Post was, or will the fact that innocent people
were protected be remembered by future
generations? Government intervention will
be criticized in history. When taxes are raised
in order to rebuild and fund the damages
done to Baltimore, what will the citizens of
the future think of us then? Will the citizens
of Baltimore blame the government? Why
didn’t the government intervene and why
does it now charge the city’s citizens for
its own failure to take action? Everyone
who supports violent revolt outside of
its threshold does not support the United
States government. We cannot only support
government intervention when our houses
have been pillaged and we stand in the ashes.
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They are your students, classmates, and friends. But even after four years,
how much do you really know about the Class of 2015? Hawkeye asked
seniors to anonymously chronicle their fears, secrets, and confessions on
index cards. Here are the results.
Note: Secrets may have been edited or reformatted for the sake of printing
quality. To comment on and view more secrets, visit jpshawkeye.com.
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Dreaming into the Future
By PREEYAL PATEL, Co-Editor-in-Chief

SANJU SAIBA

AS MY FINAL DAYS at JP draw to a close, I

find myself walking more slowly through the
hallways. I stop to read every quote painted
above the lockers, and I admire every bulletin
board I pass. I count the M&Ms in the math
wing mural, and I know the location of
each first floor fire alarm. I have been trying
to take it all in, before I must let it all go.

In my desperate attempt to internalize
every nook and cranny of JP Stevens, I
have pondered and reminisced, struggling to
define my high school experience. Capturing
the essence of four years of memories in 700
words is like crossing the cafeteria hallway
after fourth period lunch—it’s possible, but
requires a lot of deliberation. Writing this
farewell address, I am struck by the finality
of the word “farewell,” and so, before I bid
my beloved high school goodbye, allow me
to say a sincere “thank you” to those who
made it so beloved. My gratitude extends to
the friends who brightened up my days, the
teachers who fostered my love for learning,
and genuinely, the entire student body. We
are loyal friends, creative thinkers, helpful
classmates, graceful dancers, esteemed
musicians, victorious athletes, powerful
writers, and diligent workers. We are hawks,
and each of us has contributed a unique
straw to the nest and spirit of JP Stevens.
I was fortunate to have found my niche
in The Hawkeye from the start. As an editor
who personally sifted through hundreds of
senior survey responses year after year, I
have noticed a pattern: each graduating class
shares very similar regrets and very similar
advice. Whether they regret not getting
involved or they advise their peers to manage

their time more wisely, certain lines have
been repeated so often that we take them
for granted. Each graduating class makes
the same mistakes and urges the next one to
avoid continuing the cycle. And yet, it pains
me that rather than grab onto these pearls
of wisdom, we allow them to float on by,
without processing their true value. As cliche
as this may sound, as you chart your unique
path in this life, talk to those who have
tread through the forest before you; they
know which trees are the best for climbing,
which clearings have the best views, and
which bushes bare the sweetest berries.
As an underclassman, I felt lost and out of
place when the seniors graduated year after
year. They were a comforting presence, a sea
of friendly faces, a group of wise mentors.
Now that I’m the one leaving, I can’t help but
wonder: when I leave, will the memory of
me stay behind? I can only hope that I have
influenced the people around me as positively
and deeply as they have influenced me.
One day, you’ll catch yourself craving
Gertrude Hawk, or you’ll hear a song you
danced to at prom. Instead of looking back
at high school with shame or frustration,
think of it with fond pride. We entered
high school with many expectations and
high hopes. As I reflect, I admit that I

could have done things differently. At the
same time, all my moments in high school
have led me to where I am, and I’m pretty
happy right now, so I find solace in knowing
that everything happens for a reason.
One phrase from Pride & Prejudice inspired
me the instant I read it in English class: the
idea of being “completely and perfectly and
incandescently happy.” What a sparkling
and uplifting feeling that must be. Some of
the fortunate ones have already discovered
what brings them unconditional joy. To the
rest of us: search relentlessly and I assure
you that we, too, will experience that sheer
elation and pure radiance. One day we,
too, will find what makes us “completely
and perfectly and incandescently happy.”
Dreams are sparkling, glowing orbs in the
distance, beautiful to admire from afar, but
too wispy and elusive to grasp in your hand.
Goals, on the other hand, have a strong,
practical connotation. Goals are achievable.
JP has prepared me in such a way that these
“dreams” are no longer hazy, unattainable
orbs in the distance, but rather substantial
spheres which I can readily pluck—with the
right amount of effort. So finally, thank you,
John P. Stevens High School, for giving your
students the confidence and the tools to set
out for their futures. Thank you, and farewell.

nothing like what I expected. As a freshman,
I walked into high school naively believing
that I’d be able to handle every problem I
would encounter. Naturally, this was not the
case. But although these last four years have
offered me more challenges than I could ever
expect, the experiences I’ve gained and the
lessons I’ve learned have been well worth it.
The best lessons I learned in high school
always came from the actions of those
around me. Words have power. But, despite
their power, it is the actions of my teachers
and peers, not their words, that have taught
me lessons I’ll remember forever. When I
watched my best friend show forgiveness
toward someone who (I believed) deserved
nothing but rejection and anger, I learned
what it meant to be compassionate. When I
saw my classmate work through the night on
a simple project in order to create a beautiful
masterpiece, I realized what it meant to
always try to achieve more. When I realized
just how much time and energy my coach
sacrificed for the sake of his students, I got
a glimpse of what it meant to be generous.
There are countless teachers and students
whose actions have taught me much. Every
person I have interacted with at JP has, in
some way or another, left an imprint on

me. Some of these experiences have taught
me life lessons or given me memories I’ll
treasure forever; others have, through their
difficulties, helped me grow stronger and
more confident. Just as Michael Hyatt once
said, each of our lives are single threads
in a huge tapestry, weaving in and out of
each other, overlapping here, crossing
there, and sometimes never meeting again.
But every encounter, whether big or small,
whether frequent or rare, is meaningful and
important. The way we act toward each
other during those brief times our threads
cross paths can make a lasting impact.
The likelihood of us all meeting again
is slim. For most of us, there will never be
another class where we sit next to our best
friend. We will never come together and
try to “battle” the other classes, or sit in
homeroom listening to the list of birthdays
on the announcements. There will be no
more first days of high school, no more
getting lost in these halls. The moment
we walk out of school on the very last
day, we will never enter again as students.
But as much I hate endings, I love
beginnings. The minute you first open
a crisp new book; the start of a highly
anticipated movie; the first few bars of

your favorite song—beginnings are exciting.
So as our days at JP come to a close, let us
treasure our last few moments here as we
look forward toward our futures. Class of
2015, thank you for four years of memories
I will cherish forever. As we each embark
on our own separate journeys and go on
our own separate ways, I wish you the best
of luck and hope that we meet again soon.

Reminiscing Over the Past
By ALICE WANG, Co-Editor-in-Chief
I’VE NEVER LIKED endings. Ever since I
was young, I’ve always dreaded the moment
something had to come to a close. When I
finished a book, I would sit for hours and
imagine what might have happened next.
When the movie I’d been watching ended,
I would sit and stare at the credits, hoping
for more (though that strategy totally
worked with the Marvel films). And now,
as high school comes to a close, I find
myself constantly wishing I were a freshman
so that I could relive my last four years.
Whether it’s because of my terrible memory
or my semi-conscious, sleep-deprived state
throughout most of high school, many of
my memories have become jumbled images
in my head, anecdotes with missing details. I
haven’t forgotten all of them, of course. My
years of high school contain some of the
greatest moments of my life so far. Most of
my proudest accomplishments, my deepest
friendships, and my happiest memories
have all happened in the last four years.
But at the same time, it is during my years
at JP that I’ve reached rock bottom, that
I’ve fallen short, that I’ve felt pain and hurt.
My high school experience has been
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What is your most
cherished memory at JP?

Benny! — Sam Jiang
Doing actor’s warmups in the gym
right before a show. — Jayne Chacko
Walking laps around the school
before homeroom. — Stephen Chan
Wheeling a bucket of spoiled soup
the day after Empty Bowls on a desk
chair through the cafeteria.
— Aaron Heskes
The first week of school I went to
the wrong row of lockers. These
lockers didn’t have locks on them
so I just naturally concluded that
someone had stolen the entire
homeroom’s locks. — Neev Shah
Listening to Mr. Verdi’s lectures
on things that aren’t related to
orchestra. — Pansy Law
Having the opportunity to play the
role of Maria in West Side Story and
truly become her, to the point where
people forgot they were watching
me on stage. — Joanna Kantilierakis
Being prodded to stay awake in
Algebra 2. — Kishan Patel
Finally having A/C installed in the
locker rooms and the auditorium
and the cafeteria and—oh, wait…
— Larry Wang
Closing night of my last JP Theater
Company Production.
— Blair Haigler
Having to kiss Anwesha Banerjee’s
foot for a quarter in sophomore
year. — Reuben Atchana
Gira falling up the stairs and me
laughing hysterically.
— Karishma Dhruve
Falling up the stairs and Karishma
laughing at me. — Gira Mistry
Lying on the grass at OM World
Finals on a clear, starry night and
just talking about life with my two
best friends. — Alice Wang
Scoring my first varsity soccer goal
and making the local headline.
— Siddharth Hariharan
Seeing people’s reactions to my
laugh freshman year. By the way, my
laugh has changed. Kind of.
— Karina Souksay
When I told the teachers who
helped me with my college
applications that I got
in. — Elissa Lee
Saturday detention
with the squad.
— Rushil Nakhre
Enduring my
friends’ attempts to
find the right girl
for me.
— David Hou

When all my friends dressed up as
bananas and a gorilla and ran around
the school. — Austin Sung
From hosting our own conferences
to competing on the national Model
UN circuit, I made so many amazing
memories and even more amazing
friends. — Simmi Sharma
After my OM team and I were
crammed into a shady white van
for 24 hours, had our props broken
accidentally by strangers, remade,
then broken again, and called the
cops after finding that our tools
were stolen, we placed 3rd in World
Finals and that was pretty awesome.
— Divya Korada
Building a chariot for our Latin
convention. — Shailja Anjaria
When we watched a closeup video
of two flies mating in AP Biology.
— Paulina Lee
Performing the High School Musical
medley with Senior Chamber at the
last choir concert. — Cheryl Chu
That one AP Chemistry lab where
we had finally done everything right
for once, then learned at the end
that we had thrown out our lab key.
— Yugesh Ramsaroop
Being part of the first female team
from JP Stevens to win GMCs for
cross country. — Ashleigh Anderson
Having a B-wing locker for four
years. — Nisha Shankar
Watching Sister Wendy in AP
European History. — Rita Wang
Eating in class and trying not to
get caught in case the teacher was
particularly cruel and made you
share. — Jamie Kang
The creation of Vogue Science Weekly.
— Keith Thadikaran
Whenever my baby girl in my child
growth class would ask me for a
“huggie” and jump into my arms.
— Maya Robles

You know you went to JP
when...

…headless owls “watched” you
during the school day. — Angela Paul
…the wild geese roaming the school
had better hallway etiquette than the
students did. — Divya Korada
…your Calculus teacher gave great
life advice. — Shivam Patel
…10:30 PARCC testing arrival really
meant 12:00 p.m.
— Ashleigh Anderson
…the door handle in the stairwell
broke off, and after a month of
grasping air, it was finally replaced
with a different, mismatched one.
— Neev Shah
…money was raised for a
greenhouse but there was none for
paper. — Shivalika Sarkar
…more people went to a three-hour
Saturday morning Calculus lesson
than to Saturday detention.
— Supraja Naresh Kumar
…the traffic in the hallways was as
bad as the traffic getting to school in
the morning. — Beth Pearlman
…a tarantula entered your math
class. — Rashi Brahmbhatt
…you saw a Chinese lion dancing
with the JP hawk mascot.
— Paulina Lee
…every hallway had a different
smell. — Danielle Junio
…you secretly missed the skewed
student population demographic.
— Krishna Patel
…they played Indian music at the
spring pep rally. — Flavia Ananta
…seniors didn’t know what Senior
Day was, but the underclassmen did.
— Cavell Teng
…“those theater kids” was a
frequently used term. — Blair Haigler
…events with food had the most
attendees. — Cheryl Chu
…there was that one step in the
staircase that faced the wrong way.
— Stephen Chan
…you lost your phone and you
couldn’t find it because there was no
signal in school. — Casey He
…you hit senioritis at the beginning
of freshman year. — Elyna Quraishi

…it took you 30 minutes to get
home even though your house was
two minutes from school.
— Neil Mallick
…there was a student WiFi network
but you weren’t allowed to use it.
— Joanna Kantilierakis
…you learned to be the change.
— Melanie Lim
…the locker rooms smelled like Old
Spice and sweat.
— Yah’Sym Landerway
…you honked every morning at the
parents who dropped their kids off
at the senior lot. — Bianna Koutsenko
…numbers magically appeared on
the doors after spring break.
— Jessica Liu
…people had a hard time being
second-semester seniors.
— Anokhi Magodia
…sleeping before 12 a.m. wasn’t
normal. — Stephanie Zhou
…all of your sweaters were from JP
athletics. — Anthony Un
…there were creepy, random
gnomes that stared at you through
hallway windows. — Claire Yang
…you waited five minutes for
someone to open the classroom
door because everyone fell asleep
and your teacher didn’t notice you.
— Simmi Sharma
…you ran more in the two minutes
before homeroom than you did for
years playing a varsity sport.
— Susan Zhao
…you spent more time waiting
in line than you do actually eating
lunch. — Kelly Kovalcik
…losing your calculator was scarier
than losing your phone.
— Nisha Bhavsar
…you mastered how to finish your
whole lunch in ten minutes and
your favorite kind of chocolate was
Gertrude Hawk. — Lea Chen
…you spent the last four years
complaining about everything wrong
with JP, but now that you’re leaving,
you realize you wouldn’t have had it
any other way. — Pragati Khandelwal
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What is your biggest
regret at JP?
Not knowing what Ms. Pawlikowski
uses for her hair. — Aesha Patel
Taking Algebra 2. Do not take
Algebra 2. — Brian Ho
I wish that I knew how helpful
it would be to reach out to
upperclassman and ask them for
advice and help. — Stephanie Zhou

Eating more Gertrude Hawk than I
sold. — Preeyal Patel
Instead of starting a conversation
with my crush when I first met her,
I walked away. — Matthew Junio
No regrets—as cliché as it is, every
mistake I’ve made has taught me so
much. — Alice Wang

Be kind, especially when it’s hard.
You never know what someone
might be going through—a little
compassion goes a long way.
— Alice Wang
Take life slowly; enjoy this.
— Jaquille Sharp
A little bit of competition never
hurt anyone, but too much of it can.
Just do your best and walk out with
no regrets. — Larry Wang

Don’t be scared to talk to teachers
and ask them for help, especially if
you are struggling in that class! Who
knows, they might become some of
your favorite people. — Rita Wang
Don’t use SparkNotes to study. Try
using Schmoop instead…
— Simmi Sharma
…Just kidding; in high school, read
at least one book. Please?
— Simmi Sharma

Great question. — Bianna Koutsenko
Still waiting for a working Mattel
Hoverboard. — Larry Wang
In college debt. — Eric Ng
Bringing justice to those who need
it. — Beth Pearlman
Still catching up on the sleep lost
while I was in high school.
— Jennifer Burkhart
Working at the Large Hadron
Collider (or whatever its successor
is) studying dark matter and energy.
— Jeff Xie
Sitting on a weathered tawny porch
near the shore, cool lemonade
in one hand and a trailblazing
contemporary novel in the other.
As my no longer existent hair blows
in the wind, I look up and see the
cloudless sky and the sun smiles
upon my aged face. Finally.
— Siddharth Hariharan
I don’t even know what I’m wearing
tomorrow. — Ronil Patel
Reading the June 2015 issue of The
Hawkeye and reminiscing.
— Alice Wang
A Pop Star. — Dean Kim

On Oprah. — Jayne Chacko
Teaching my tech-savvy children
what a print newspaper looks like by
showing them my vintage copies of
The Hawkeye. — Preeyal Patel
Building the first civilization on
Mars. — James Trousdale
Dismantling oppressive power
structures in society and opening a
cat cafe with Carolyn Cai.
— Rita Wang
Wherever the future takes me.
— Danielle Junio
Hopefully a few inches taller.
— Jessica Francis
Sitting in a room analyzing X-rays
on one screen and browsing Reddit
on another. — Rachel Diao
Living in a penthouse in NYC so
high up it hurts your neck when you
look at it. — Marlee Waldman
Saying, “Look Mom, I made it!”
— Amanda Lombardi
Wherever I end up, I’ll be happy!
— Pragati Khandelwal
Hopefully making the world a better
place. — Viren Rupani
Building a time machine to change
my answer to this question.
— Ryan Daly
Probably building robots to take
over the world. — Stephen Chan
Eating ramen at a fancy fashion gala,
traveling as a PR agent for Vogue.
— Lea Chen
In the Food Network test kitchen,
eating perfected Eggs Benedict with
my buddies Alton Brown and Alex
Guarnaschelli. — Adeline Tao
In my mom’s basement making
memes with a PhD in memetics.
— Akshar Patel

What advice do you have
for underclassmen?

What is one thing students
or seniors should do
before they graduate JP?
Sleep. — Nancy Woo
Score a 100% on a test if you
usually get low grades or score a
0% on a test if you usually get high
grades. — Marissa Fu
Make amends with everyone you’ve
ever had an altercation with; don’t
leave high school with grudges or
fights. — Marlee Waldman
Meet the teachers that inspired you
the most and thank them.
— Rutvi Patel
Walk through the halls in only your
socks. — Maya Robles
Visit the secret staircase in the art
wing. — Crystal Lam
Find and swim in the pool on the
third floor. — Mihir Khanolkar
Get a picture with our mascot.
— Shailja Anjaria
Dress absolutely ridiculously and go
all out on a spirit day.
— Saloni Khamar
Do something worth telling people
about. — Brenna Sadowski
Lick a security camera. Just give it a
big ol’ slurp. — Sam Jiang
Have a massive food fight!
— Anwesha Banerjee
Check something off your bucket
list. — Jessica Manjally
Pull a senior prank. — Deja Mitchner
Fight a bird. — Kimberly Chang
Have a High School Musical moment!
— Pragati Khandelwal
Take a nap on the turf during gym.
— Samantha Lombardi
Let a teacher know that you
really do care about what they’re
teaching you. — Adeline Tao

Make your favorite teacher smile.
— Apurva Raje
Get sleep. Find an open bathroom.
Not at the same time, of course.
— Stephen Chan
Get a detention. You’ll never have
the opportunity to do so ever again!
— Stephanie Zhou
Join a club that you’re actually
interested in. — Paulina Lee
Have giant feasts at your lunch
table. — Supraja Naresh Kumar
Go to the beach at 5 a.m. with your
best friends and jump fearlessly into
the cold water. — Lea Chen
Use a faculty bathroom.
— Blair Haigler
Take a class purely for fun, not for
academics or AP credit, but because
it’s something you love to do.
— Khush Patel
Go out of your comfort zone and
do something middle-school-you
would call you crazy for doing.
— Beth Pearlman
Walk through the halls and actually
appreciate all the artwork and
comics painted there.
— Victoria Sabo
Master one of the Just Dance songs
in gym and dance to it unashamedly
as your classmates stare at you in
awe and admiration. — Alice Wang

Where will you be 20 years
from now?

Your time will come...

Alvernia University

Case Western Reserve University

Max Heskes

Siddharth Hariharan
Weatherhead School of
Management
Larry Wang

University of Arizona

University of Chicago

Matthew Junio

American University

Eller College of Management
Alexander Zias

Community College of Baltimore
County
Kenil Patel

Arpan Chakrabarti
Sarah Wang

The Citadel, The Military
College of South Carolina

Emory University
Oxford College
Saloni Khamar

Fairleigh Dickinson University
Sonia Giyanani
Isema Osaaga

Christopher Thorsen

University of Maryland, College
Park

Franklin and Marshall College

Berkeley College

Jair Pittman

Bloomsburg University
Kiersten Shannon

Kevin Kim

Georgetown University
Victoria Sabo

Columbia University
Eric Ng
Arthur Shen
Jeff Xie

Cooper Union

Parshwa Shah
Albert Nerken School of
Engineering
Casey He
Sam Jiang
Kavya Udupa

Boston College

George Washington University
Fiona Byon

University of Georgia
Sang Park

Georgia Institute of Technology
Ankita Verma

Greenville Technical College
Krupali Patel

Harvard University

Boston University

Cornell University

University of Houston

Borough of Manhattan
Community College
James Goma

College of Arts and Sciences
Rachel Diao
Jacqueline Wen
College of Engineering
Jessica Francis
Melanie Lim

University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign

Burlington County College

Dean College

Johns Hopkins University

Riz Brown

Cabrini College
Sarah Martinez

University of California, Berkeley
Robert Wang
College of Letters and Science
Jessica Liu

University of California, Los
Angeles
Michael Wang

Carnegie Mellon University

College of Engineering
Yugesh Ramsaroop
Dietrich College of Humanities and
Social Sciences
Eric Huang
Mellon College of Science
Emily Zhu
School of Computer Science
Carolyn Cai

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst

Isenberg School of Management
Gunica Bhatia
Sabrina Chan

McGill University
Megha Rahi

University of Michigan
Karina Souksay

Middlesex County College
Sarah Alb
Flavia Ananta
Reuben Atchana
Lindsay Nicole Beckish
Tiana Bradley
Rashi Brahmbhatt
Dennis Cooper
Johanne Corado

Nancy Woo

Caroll School of Management
Devin Liu
Vidya Akavoor
Jessica Manjally
College of Arts and Sciences
Kevin Chen

Brynn Naughton

Natasha Shah

Ahbryanna Shakirah Brown
Karleek Sutton
Christine White
Jade Williams

Bloomfield College

Lebanon Valley College

Richa Jindani

Sheel Goswami

Harpur College of Arts and
Sciences
Jacob Kibel
School of Management
Aaron Penzel

Jennifer Burkhart

Fashion Institute of Technology

Bentley University

Binghamton University

Lafayette College

Shawn Edwers
Francois Ballou

University of Delaware
Megan Gregory
Bianna Koutsenko
Kelly Kovalcik
Justin Roure

Delaware State University
Rakiya Sutton
Asaiyah Williams

Drexel University

Apurva Raje
Amanda Sit
5-Year BS/MS Program
Havishk Tripathi
7-year BS/MD Program
Marissa Fu
Pratik Pradhan
Neev Shah

University of the East
Sarah Que

Shivani Chaudhari

College of Engineering
Matthew Tang

Nina D’Amiano
Divya Korada

Johnson and Wales University
College of Culinary Arts
John Ho

Kean University
Jonathan Beiter
Sharvil Patel
Pavan Sundrani

Chirag Dave
Tommy Do
Isha Gulati
Jordan Haykin
Kalid Jackson
Danielle Junio
Anuj Kamawat
Yah’Sym Lateef Landerway
Zachary Larobis
Sharon Macwan
Talia Marciano
Matt Martin
Jaykumar Maisuria
Shalonda McClinton
Myiah McKenzie
Stephen Miller
Deja Mitchner
Hassan Neal
Darshin Patel
Dhruviben Patel
Neel Patel
Yash Patel
Jyoti Sanap
Antonia Santagata
Jahirez Scott
Rebecca Shaferman
Jaquille Sharp
Priya Singh

Andrew Stevens
Priyatma Sundrani
Angel Sweta
Kira Taylor
Wytaya Edmonds Taylor
Sydney Teitelbaum
Justin Toro
Luz Marie Vargas

Quinnipiac University

6-year Physician Assistant Program
Nicole Gacsi

Ramapo College of New Jersey
Abdurrahman Padela
Adeline Tao

Nova Southeastern University

Miguel Velasquez
Nakeema Venson
Leonard Kenji Villar
Talya Washington
Candaice Weller
Crystal Weller

Monmouth University
Brenna Sadowski

Montclair State University
Niki Abossedgh
Josh George
Jamiee Harris
Alexis Karpf
Isabelle Libetario
Amanda Lombardi
Songmei Lu
Emilio Saldana

The College of New Jersey
Matthew Freeman
Yi-Ching Lin
Nikhila Veguru
7-year Medical Program
Sarthak Mohanty
Vaishali Ravikumar
Srinidhi Shanmugasundaram

Gopi Contractor
Alena Khan
Milan Dalal
Ryan Daly
Nithin Dronavalli
Antonio Nigro
Chandani Patel
Ronil Patel
Brij Savla
Ashutosh Srivastava
Venkata Velamuri
Jaasrini Vellore
7-year Medical Program
Tarun Masimukku
Sruti Rachapudi

Raritan Valley Community
College

Pace University

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Kayla Bradford
Daniel Galarza

Pasadena City College
Jennifer Kristanto

New York Institute of
Technology

Gordon Opecko
BS/DO 7-Year Medical Program
Kunnal Patel

SUNY Institute of Technology
Jeevika Seri

New York University

Sarika Agarwal
Gaurav Nath
College of Arts and Science
Pragati Khandelwal
Nishi Shah
Polytechnic School of Engineering
Abir Hassan
Abhijit Purru
Stern School of Business
Kobi Dent
Arpan Gupta
Stephanie Zhou

Northeastern University

New Jersey Institute of
Technology

BS/DO 7-year Medical Program
Nandita Kakar
Rushil Nakhre

Shubhi Tandon
D’Amore-McKim School of
Business
Brian Ho

University of Pennsylvania

Pearl Subramanian
School of Arts and Sciences
David Zhao
School of Engineering and Applied
Science
Susan Zhao
School of Nursing
Isabel Li
Wharton School of Business
Lea Chen

Pennsylvania State University

Syed Baaqri
Hannah Harkay
Jamie Kang
Sofia Karimi
Rashmika Molligoda
Haley Schneider
7-year Premedical-Medical Program
Preeyal Patel
College of Earth and Mineral
Sciences
Angela Paul
College of Engineering
Jay Patel
Raymond Yang

Philadelphia University
James Lee

University of Pittsburgh
Julia de Avilez Rocha

Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences
Neiladri Mallick

Princeton University
Amber Lin

Purdue University
Krishna Patel

...if you wait for it...

Marquis Crawford

Stephen Chan
Cavell Teng
7-year Physician-Scientist Program
Anusri Kadakuntla

Rhode Island School of Design
Aaron Heskes

Rider University
Roxanne Seagriff

Rowan University

Saad Ahmed
Salik Ahmed
Daniella Cioffi
Alexandria Thornes Ivey
Mihir Khanolkar
Vinita Manda
Gavin Monahan
Collin Pastor
Beth Pearlman
College of Education
James Miceli
College of Engineering
Olivia Kononiuk

Rutgers University
Debdeep Banerjee
Shashank Bhushanam
Jack Chiu
Harsh Desai
Shriya Desai
Sara Haque
Kranthi Mandava
Sejal Miglani
Kanak Patel
Karn Patel
Maygen Pau
Srivathsa Ravindra
Yash Sanghavi
Ravi Thaker
Anthony Un
Hudson Yeung

Rutgers University - Camden
School of Nursing
Soumya Karne
Aaisha Mapkar

Rutgers University - New
Brunswick

Emmanuel Ajayi
Sundeep Bhatia
Sai Sankeerth Boppana
Sooraz Bylipudi
Kimberly Chang
Kimberly Chen
Krishna Chunduri
Shreya Deb
Ravi Desai
Tejaswi Gutti
Philip Ha
Mustafa Jaffry
Mridula Karthikeyan
Akash Kedari
Sohan Khachane
Dean Kim
Archana Kumar
Subramanian Prasanna Kumar
Crystal Lam

YFT Admissions Consulting presents

ACE YOUR COLLEGE APPLICATIONS!
6-Day Intensive Application Workshop – Aug. 2015

SECRETS from Harvard & Yale Insiders
... that applicants to ALL colleges should know!
There are no shortcuts to putting together a Stellar Application, but with our expert guidance and
structured support you can help college admissions ofÞcers know the best, most polished you.
Enter your senior year with peace of mind & enjoy your special last year of high school.

In less than a week, we will guide you in:
‣ Selecting YOUR 12 ÔÞrst choiceÕ colleges by helping you articulate what you want from your
college experience while realistically evaluating your odds.
‣ Taking your Main Common App and MULTIPLE Supplemental Essays from rough drafts to
exceptional Þnal versions that are unique, yet down to earth and illuminate your personality,
intellect and potential.
‣ Helping you create personalized ÔRecommendation Information PackagesÕ which will enable
your teachers and counselors to write recommendations for you that make an impact.
‣ Creating an Activities/Extracurricular Resume that helps colleges SEE your passion & leadership.
‣ Coaching you in Interview Techniques that will make for potent engagement that impresses.

Contact us by June 25th for a free 1-on-1 consultation
ÒI couldn't have asked for a better mentor to guide me and I'm eternally indebted to you for all your helpÓ
(accepted to Harvard)
ÒWhat makes YFT stand out is their willingness to understand the nuances of each candidateÕs experience and ambitionsÓ
(accepted to Yale)
ÒI am just happy and ecstatic this week; I received my admission letterÓ
(accepted to Cornell)

Join
Us!

Zainab Khan

Yoselin Bugallo

Amer Rehman

- Harvard Õ96, AB Magna Cum
Laude
- Harvard Academic Advisor,
2002-05
- Counseling, University of Chicago
- Director of Studies, The Lyceum
- Advised 900+ Students

- Admissions Counselor,
Brandeis
- Associate Director of
Admissions, NYU Stern
- Reviewed 8,000+ applications
- Conducted 800+ interviews

- Yale Õ98, BA with Honors
- Yale Alumni Interviewer,
2004-13
- College Counseling, UCLA
- Keynote speaker on
Admissions at Columbia &
Fordham

www.yft.ac | 373 Park Avenue South, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10016 |(646) 298-5444 | info@yft.ac

Jasmine Renee Lopez
Tanisha Makker
Geet Massand
Leasha Mehta
Shiv Nadkarni
Dharmesh Patel
Khush Patel
Pooja Patel
Sagar Patel
Victoria Perez
Elyna Quraishi
Shiv Rajendran

Kruti Sitwala
Rebecca Shilman
Sridhar Sriram
Tanmai Talari
Afra Guia Antoinette Trinidad
Meghana Vaghani
Remone White
Sidney Wong
Thomas Wong

Rutgers University - Newark

Akshay Rathore
Maya Robles
Sanjuktha Saiba
Shivalika Sarkar
Nisha Shankar
Shairul Sheth
Paarth Shah
Stephen Susan
Chhavi Verg
Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy
Nisha Bhavsar
Puja Duggal
Stacy Jaison
Paulina Lee
Ryan Nguyen
Justin Wu
School of Arts and Sciences
Pranathi Andapally
Ashleigh Anderson
Tanya Banerjee
Jayne Chacko
Thomas Chin
Karishma Dhruve
George Ding
Rebecca Gilbert
Harshavardhan Gopalakrishnan
Adiba Hassan
Keshav Holani
Neelay Inamdar
Jannat Javed
Michelle Karpenos
Gautam Kulkarni
Pansy Law
Elissa Lee
Lawrence Lin
Sabrina Miller
Manan Parekh
Akshar Patel
Chandni Patel
Harsh Patel
Karishma Patel
Nidhi Patel
Pankti Patel
Prachi Patel
Riya Patel
Rutvi Patel
Aditya Patil
Muhammed Ali Rahim
Vighnesh Ramesh
Abhiram Reddy
Urvi Saini
Riya Sathwara

James Woo
Michelle Wu
School of Business
Anwesha Banerjee
Apoorv Chauhan
Cheryl Chu
Ishika Govil
Elizabeth Hui
Shubham Issar
Sachit Jain
Jamie Lee
Anokhi Magodia
Reshni Mahtani
Ashritha Matta
Gira Mistry
Sagun Patel
Tanya Phanda
Shivsantosh Rajendran
Shaun Ren
Venkata Sanikommu
Connor Shah
Simmi Sharma
Austin Sung
Tejeswar Tadi
Cynthia Tsai
Marlee Waldman
Claire Yang
School of Engineering
Aswin Balaji
Kimberly Chang
Corey Chen
Daniel Cheng
David Hou
Cody Hu
Supraja Naresh Kumar
Kishan Patel
Nainil Patel
Shivam Patel
Sagar Phanda
Akarsh Sardana
Kriti Sharma
Mandev Singh
Adithya Thiruvalluvan
Rigved Tummala
School of Environmental and
Biological Sciences
Pavani Avva
Joanna Kantilierakis
Patricia Kolesa
Namra Sandhu
Polina Semenoff

University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia

Trisha Rodrigues
Surabhi Singh
7-year BA/MD Program
Samanthika Devalaraju
School of Business
Michael Ciolek
Joseph Dandola
Asma Kochay
Ambika Mathur

6-year PharmD Program
Tanisha Makker
Melissa Quispe
Aditi Shah
6-year Physical Therapy Program
Dhruvil Kansara

Seton Hall University

Elisabeth Gifford
Samantha Lombardi
Aneri Patel
Hemil Patel
Stephen Patel
Ujali Patel
Shruti Sharma
Tyler Truong
7-year Physical Therapy Program
Beata Piasecki
College of Arts and Sciences
Sonia Ghai
College of Nursing
Victoria Yakubovich
School of Health and Medical
Sciences
Heta Dalal
W. Paul Stillman School of Business
Manzuma Hasan

University of Toronto
Ronan Jhaveri

Union County College
Daniela Castrillon
Poojaben Patel

Vanderbilt University
Leela Hegde
Patrick Pei

School of Engineering
Varun Arora

Villanova University

Minal Patel
Keith Thadikaran
Villanova School of Business
Parshv Shah
Nikhil Thomas
Michelle Tsung

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
James Trousdale

Virginia Union University
Khiara Winchester

Wellesley College
Alice Wang

Wentworth Institute of
Technology
Tej Patel

United States Military Academy
at West Point
Heidy Shi

University of South Carolina

William Paterson University

Moore School of Business
Brandon Walters

Grace Lim
Brandon Oliver

University of Southern California

Yale University

Marshall School of Business
Viren Rupani

Rita Wang
Julia Zou

Stevens Institute of Technology

York College of Pennsylvania

Natasha Rai
4+1 Master’s Program
Shailja Anjaria
Nayeem Kareem

Stony Brook University
Shannon Kwan

Temple University

Delani Ader

United States Army
Hitarth Dalal
Aesha Patel
Jose Rexach

United States Coast Guard
Albert J. Blodgett III

Shreeya Chandra

...Believe me when I say, that I
wouldn’t have it any other way.
Centerfold Designs by Jessica Xu
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BOTC, contd.
the sophomores soundly defeated the
seniors in the first two rounds. The juniors,
however, displayed no such weakness:
both the girls’ and boys’ matches against
the freshmen were long and arduous,
culminating in a narrow victory for the
upperclassmen. The seniors eventually
placed last in this event after suffering
another loss, this time to the freshmen.
The sophomores ultimately reigned
victorious over the juniors—a testament to
their physical prowess and determination.
The seniors avenged their earlier defeat
by beating the sophomores in the crabsoccer games 2-0, while the juniors played
and ultimately won a distinctly offensive
game against the sophomores. Though it
seemed like the seniors would dominate
the juniors as well, the juniors made a
critical goal in the final few seconds of the
championship game, resulting in a 1-1 tie.
In a rare turn of events, both the juniors
and the seniors were crowned victors.
The final event, the obstacle course, was
a conglomeration of rigorous challenges
that demanded speed, skill, and teamwork.
Each challenge was completed by two
individuals who then ran to the next station
to allow the next two people to begin their
challenge. The challenges varied from
foul shooting to wheelbarrow racing. The
sophomores celebrated after completing
the course in an impressive one minute
and twenty-eight seconds, only to watch
in shock as the seniors blazed through
the course a mere two seconds faster.
The excitement felt in the gymnasium
before the results were announced was
palpable, and rightly so: this event was
the final chapter of an entire year’s worth
of meetings, fundraisers, and rehearsals.
In fourth place were the freshmen; in
third place, the seniors; in second place,
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Junior class representatives get ready to compete against their opponents in the crab soccer tournament.
the sophomores; and the winners, with a order to ready it for the performance. The
remarkable 2,625 points, were the juniors. preparation needed to DJ an event such as
Each team worked incredibly hard to BOTC requires an intimate knowledge of events.” He continued, “I might not be
prepare for the event, and the effort put all songs and coordination with the host. able to control reality, but I could shape it
forth was evident to anyone who looked These two things were incredibly important with my imagination or turn it to my use.”
at the passion and ferocity with which the to the facilitation of an event like BOTC.”
Despite the novel’s serious subject, Mr.
students performed. “We began practicing
Perhaps the most intense example of Sharma also explains that he used humor
two weeks before the event and had practices inter-class competition of the entire year, throughout Family Life, as a way of “making
almost every day the week before,” remarked the 2015 BOTC succeeded in rallying the reader more patient” and a “tool to
junior Alexander Bogdanowicz. “It was tons JP students and families under a single handle the devastating.” With his writing,
of work, but in the end, it was all worth it. roof. The blood, sweat, and tears shed to his sense of humor, and his motivation,
Our choreographers had the most work of perform this event made a lasting mark on Mr. Sharma managed to gain admission
all of us, first choreographing the dance both those who participated in and those into Princeton University in his junior
and then later having to have to reteach it. who attended the event. “It was great to year at JP Stevens. After an unsatisfactory
Finally, our artists, Kruti and Dhwani, did see the final product of all the effort that stint in investment banking, he found
an immense amount of work on our posters the performers and council exerted,” success pursuing his passion for writing;
and decorations and are really responsible commented junior Michelle Qu. “This year’s Family Life was selected as one the New
for pushing us over the edge to victory.” BOTC took a lot out of the people who York Times’s Top Ten Books of 2014 and
Along with the monumental effort put participated in it, and I really enjoyed what was awarded the Folio Prize just this year.
forth by the participants and the student each team was able to bring.” While it is
Mr. Sharma’s story is a reminder that it
council, the efforts of the music crew also true that not everyone rooted for the same is always possible to surmount difficulties.
contributed greatly to the event’s success. team, there was no shortage of enthusiasm, When asked for advice for the graduating
DJ President Sohom Sen stated, “The and as the flamboyant outfits, enthusiastic seniors, Mr. Sharma remarked, “If I
juniors’ dance mix was poorly mastered, cheers, and hoarse voices could attest to, could do it all over again, the only thing
so I re-mastered it like a studio mix in there was certainly no shortage of spirit. I would do differently is worry less.”

Sharma, contd.
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A Farewell to Our Retiring Teachers Slamming
Out Racism

EDISON TOWNSHIP

EDISON TOWNSHIP

EDISON TOWNSHIP

NANCY HEALEY

EDISON TOWNSHIP

EDISON TOWNSHIP

MRS. FLORA ARCURI has been a dedicated
member of the JP Stevens staff for 25
years. Before teaching here, she substituted
for nearly 20 years in the Edison Township
school district while raising her 3 children.
She also taught health in Woodrow Wilson
and Spanish and Physical Education in a
Catholic Grammar school in Piscataway. In
addition, she held a career as a real estate
agent for over 30 years—an occupation she
may pursue later on. Mrs. Arcuri remarked
that even after she retires, she would love to
return to visit and take part in her department
holiday parties and events—especially the
faculty BBQ. She primarily wants to retire to

support her four grandchildren. A few of the
countless destinations she wants to explore
after retirement include California, where
she has 2 children residing, Florida to visit
her brother and good friends, Sicily where
she has a house at the beach, and Germany,
Milan and Spain where she also has relatives
and friends. Mrs. Arcuri noted, “It will be
hard to break away from the best job I have
ever known. It has been a major part of my
life and defines who I am as a person.” She
will miss her fellow co-workers, students
past and present, and administrators, and
hopes to keep in touch with the friends she
has made during her time at JP Stevens.

MR. DONALD BENHARDT could often
be found wearing historical uniforms and
clothing during his twenty years of teaching
history at JP. Before bringing history to life
in his classrooms, Mr. Benhardt attended
Rutgers University, where he received his
Bachelor of Arts degree in History in
1972 and his Masters of Arts in Industrial
Relations in 1976. He eventually switched
from his career in Personnel/Industrial
Relations to teaching, spending a year at his
alma mater, St. Joseph’s High School. He
then worked as a substitute teacher for some
time before coming to JP to teach full time.

At JP, Mr. Benhardt taught students World
History, U.S. History I, and U.S. History II.
Mr. Benhardt always loved spending time
helping his students and becoming great
friends with the staff. He is very thankful for
all the people who helped and supported him
during his time at JP. When asked about what
he will miss the most about JP, Mr. Benhardt
commented, “I shall miss the opportunity to
change the minds of many of my students
on how History is a living subject changing
regularly.” After retiring, Mr. Benhardt hopes
to spend time with his family and pursue
his interests in painting and woodworking.

MRS. HOPE BENSON has always been
dedicated to the sciences. Mrs. Benson first
studied at Muhlenberg College, where she
received her Bachelor of Science degree,
and then at Trenton State College (TCNJ),
where she received her Master of Arts in
Teaching and Masters Degree in Educational
Leadership. Before becoming a Science
Supervisor in our school community,
Mrs. Benson was a biology and chemistry
teacher. Her love for education was passed
down to her three children, who are all
currently pursuing doctoral degrees. Mrs.
Benson enjoys running and is proud to

have completed four marathons, two halfmarathons, and, last year, her first triathlon!
Mrs. Benson joined the JP Stevens community
to make better use of her educational
experiences. She is thankful that she got to
be a part of JP, and enjoyed working with the
science department. Mrs. Benson admires
the passionate faculty members and their
dedication to providing a quality education
for their students. She will miss their nerdy
science conversations when she leaves, but
she is looking forward to the future as she
plans to further pursue her hobbies, visit her
family, and embark upon new adventures.

MRS. NANCY HEALEY faced a challenge
when she began teaching Spanish at JP
Stevens in 1994. A graduate from JP
Stevens’ class of 1973, the transition from
student to teacher was not easy for her, as
she remarks, “It was difficult when I first
started, because many of my own teachers
were still here. It didn’t feel right to be so
familiar with them, to sit with them in the
faculty room, and to socialize with them.”
As an educator, Mrs. Healey has passionately
dedicated herself toward equipping students
with the skills needed to become fluent in a
foreign language. More importantly, she has
also taught her students the importance of

perseverance, organization, and many other
life skills that have helped them succeed
in other classes. After departing from JP
Stevens at the end of this school year, Mrs.
Healey looks forward to spending time with
her friends and family and touring new states
and countries. She also hopes to relax more
by listening to music, playing board games,
and reading biographies. While reflecting
upon her 21 years at JP Stevens, Mrs. Healey
reminisces, "I am a very fortunate person to
have graduated from such a great school,
to have taught here while my children were
here, and to work with so many amazing
students. I truly have had the time of my life."

MRS. MARCIA SCHWARTZ has taught
Spanish for a total of 32 years. Before coming
to JP Stevens 5 years ago, Mrs. Schwartz had
been a teacher at Woodrow Wilson Middle
School for 21 years. Mrs. Schwartz realized
she wanted to be a Spanish teacher when she
was 14 years old; in 1977, she graduated with
a major in Spanish Education from Rutgers
University. “In my junior year of college, my
first teaching experience was actually at JP
Stevens,” she recalls. “Never did I expect
that decades later, I would be a teacher here!”
After graduating, Mrs. Schwartz taught

in Cherry Hill, New Jersey before taking
some time off to raise her two children.
Mrs. Schwartz has enjoyed working with the
faculty and helping students become fluent
Spanish speakers. She adds, “The first JP
Stevens graduation ceremony that I attended
in the June of 2011 was also meaningful
since it was the first time I got to wear my
Master's hood.” She is not only looking
forward to travelling, spending her winters
in Florida, and playing mah jongg after
her retirement, but also hopes to continue
helping students through individual tutoring.

MR. JEFFREY SNYDER was raised in South
Central Pennsylvania and has worked as a
health teacher at JP Stevens. After finishing
high school, he attended West Chester
University and pursued his graduate degree
at Miami University in Ohio and Ramapo
College. When he started working at JP
Stevens in 1981 as the athletic trainer, Mr.
Snyder did not expect to continue working
at the school for 34 years. He still recalls
his first few years at JP Stevens, a time
when there was plenty of school spirit for
the athletic teams and when the football
team reigned undefeated and managed to
reach the championships. The school has
certainly changed since his first few years

working here. As Mr. Snyder explains, “JP
Stevens in 2015 is a totally different place
than it was in 1981, not better or worse,
just totally different in almost every way.”
Though Mr. Snyder has no immediate
plans for the future, he wishes to spend his
time volunteering at the Jon Bon Jovi Soul
Kitchen and the Foodbank of Monmouth
and Ocean Counties. Overall, Mr. Snyder
has had an excellent experience here at JP
Stevens. He states, “I have enjoyed working
here and am proud of the school. JP Stevens
is well respected and many people outside
of the JP community are aware of it. The
students, for the most part, are great, and I
think being a teacher is a great profession.”

By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, junior

ON APRIL 30, numerous students came
together to battle a serious problem—
racism. The first annual JP Stevens Poetry
Slam featured some of JP’s most talented
poets, all of whom wrote and recited
poems in hopes of spreading awareness
and making a change. The event was
sponsored by Adam Mariano. Mariano is
an IT consultant and attorney who is also
dedicated to empowering adolescents and
helping them to express their creativity.
The Poetry Slam was organized by
the Future 10 Leadership Team, a club
that is comprised of sophomores who
perform community service. The Future
10 Leadership Team began preparing for
the event months beforehand to ensure a
memorable and successful night. Sophomore
Sriya Bhamidipati, one of the twenty
finalists, recounted the long, grueling process
leading up to the performances, stating,
“We had to submit our poems in advance.
Once we were notified of our selection,
we practiced with Ms. Zazanis on how to
recite our poems in front of an audience
and give [them] the passion necessary for
an engaging performance. She really was a
great help to us.” Ms. Rich, the theatre arts
teacher, also helped the students by giving
them tips to get over their stage fright.
Ms. Rich met with the student performers
weekly to ensure that they performed
confidently and to the best of their abilities.
The night started off with the hosts,
seniors Julia Rocha and Jayne Chacko,
entertaining the crowd with their humorous
jabs at each other and the five judges. The
judges were assistant principal Dr. Shallop,
Edison Board of Education member Mrs.
Anes, JP librarian Ms. Stein, retired JP
English teacher Mrs. Vivitsky, and student
council advisor Mr. Baer. The first poet to
perform was Nyasia James, a member of
Future 10. In her poem, Nyasia focused
predominantly on the realities of racism.
Subsequent poems, such as senior Neelay
Inamdar’s, “As an Indian,” and sophomore
Divya Khanna’s, “Broken,” were about
the harmful effects of stereotypes and the
massive roles stereotypes play in creating
divisions within our society. In addition,
poets, like sophomores Violet Kimble and
Cheikh Higgs, spoke about finding a solution
to racism in their poems “A Girl’s Dream”
and “What Can You Do?” Other poets,
such as junior Ethan Chang and sophomore
David Tian, took offensive and derogatory
phrases they were labeled in the past and
gave those words new, beautiful meanings in
their poems “Senses and Labels” and “They
Forgot About Us,” respectively. The judges
had an extremely difficult time deciding
which poet was most deserving of first place;
all of the poets who performed were both
passionate and creative in the composition
and delivery of their poems. After much
deliberation, the judges eventually crowned
senior Shiannah Makenson the winner of
the Poetry Slam. Shiannah’s poem, The
“Land of the Free,” not only represented
the struggles and stereotypes she has had
to personally endure, but also addressed
the recent, widespread protests and events
that have been affecting racial minorities
and inciting much discussion in the country.
The Poetry Slam proved to be an
enlightening experience for all of those who
attended and was instrumental in raising
awareness for one of the most significant
problems that our nation faces today. At
the end of the night, Ms. Pawlikowski
remarked, “This event has proved that we
all share more similarities than differences.
When you truly get to know a person, you
learn to respect them instead of making
judgments and creating stereotypes
based off of their racial backgrounds.”
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282: people late

651: points the

during the second day
of the PARCC

seniors needed to win
BOTC

JP by the Numbers
At a Glance
By Debisha Dey, sophomore
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80: alumni who

the day before May
SATs

visited JP on Alumni
day

21: Teachers who are

30: teachers who

JP Alumni

participated in BOTT

396: students who go
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to the library a day
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the chemistry rooms

COMPREHENSIVE

SAT SUMMER PROGRAM

• 140 Hours of prep - $2100
• 96 Hours of teaching + 12 Sample tests
• Program designed and taught by certified teachers
• Small Groups (6-10) students

7,860: Average number
of calories that a box
of 40 gertrude hawk
chocolates contains

$100 off
Register by 6/15/15

Class Starts July 14th

• Average increase of 300 points
• References available
Any level of Math &
AP Computer Science

One-on-One
Tutoring

Money Back
Guarantee

We will refund your tution, if your
grades do not improve in first two
months of tutoring.

Summer Study Groups
▶ Algebra I & II / Geometry / Pre-Calculus / AP Calculus /
AP Computer Science / AP Stats / English / Science
▶ Tutoring starting @ $30/hour

732 243 9271
www.RisingFuture.com

Computer Science
ANDRIOD APPS
C++ / PYTHON

Rising Future Learning Center
7 Lincoln Highway, Suite 215
Edison NJ 08820
contact@risingfuture.com

JAVA SCRIPT
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Strings, contd.

A Helping Hand for Jorge

CAROL BUONOMO

Jorge poses for a photo with members of the Spanish Honor Society executive
board.
to the Helping Hands for Jorge Foundation.
By PALNA MEHTA, junior
The advisor of the organization, Señora
A FEELING OF optimism and admiration Martinez, along with the Spanish department
filled the cafeteria on April 24, when the and members of Spanish Honor Society,
Spanish Honor Society hosted its annual spent months preparing for the event.
Dinner for Jorge. This event was centered Señora Martinez exclaimed, “Every year
around Jorge Grajales, a Panamanian- I feel so happy about fundraising for this
American high school senior who underwent cause. The best part of the dinner is always
amputations during his childhood due to Jorge’s arrival. Jorge is just such an inspiring
a lack of blood circulation to his arms person! He’s always so happy and never
and legs. Despite these early difficulties, complains about missing out on anything.
Jorge still leads a normal teenage life and It is truly an honor to have him here.”
participates in many sports such as soccer
The Guitar Club added to the fun of
and bowling, and routine activities such the event, entertaining the diners with
as driving. The Spanish Honor Society their performance. The event also featured
hosts this charity dinner to support an assortment of food, ranging from the
Jorge by lessening the heavy cost of his standard pizza, pasta, and burrito entrées
prosthetic limbs. All proceeds are donated to more exotic dishes and desserts such

as empanadas and tres leches cake. After
finishing their meals, the diners moved
to the dance floor to enjoy the music
provided by the DJ Club. Jorge also enjoyed
the music, demonstrating his own dance
moves. He remarked, “I love coming
here and my favorite part of this event is
making friends. I’m a very social person
so I always love meeting new people. I
feel so honored by the overwhelming
amount of support they give me.”
After hours of dancing, the night came to a
close with the announcement of the raffle
winners. The prizes included gift cards for
restaurants such as Longhorn Steakhouse
and Outback Steakhouse. At the end of the
night, students and adults left the dinner with
a positive outlook, inspired by a remarkable
high school senior. Jorge reflected, “I think
the key to positivity is just making sure you
don’t let anything get you down. What you
let affect you, is entirely up to you. If you
let challenges get you down, then they will.”
The Spanish Honor Society ultimately
raised $1300. The event not only proved to be
a successful fundraiser, but also allowed the
society members to bond over an important
cause. Junior Lauren Tencza commented,
“It felt good to see so many people come
together to take part in a worthwhile
occasion. Whether they were making posters
beforehand, eating and dancing during
the event or cleaning up afterwards, each
individual worked hard to make a difference.”

Prom, contd. SerenAIDe, contd.

and you don’t dance with everyone. Rather,
it’s just a school dance where you are able
to let loose and have fun with your friends.”
Others found specific parts of prom
memorable. Karishma Patel felt that the
process of getting ready for prom fulfilled
a girl’s fantasy of being a princess. “Getting
my nails, hair and makeup done with my best
friends was a blast from the past because we
spent many sleepovers doing makeovers
on each other. The only difference is, this
time, we actually looked like princesses.”
At this point, I was confused because
though I had verified that prom was a
celebration of high school, I was not able
to find a specific theme to focus on in
my article. Was it the goofy photobooth
pictures or the artsy pictures of corsages?
The 120-second Snapchat stories or the
thousand and one selfies taken on the
dance floor? The fist pumping to “Lean
On” or the jamming out to “Trap Queen?”
People consider prom “the best day of
high school” because they celebrate what
they have done and accomplished in the
past four years with their best friends. But
prom cannot be characterized as the end of
an era; rather it is a beginning. Prom marks
the beginning of adulthood and reassures
students that though they are growing up
and branching out, the friendships they
have made are unforgettable. As Sarthak
Mohanty said, “prom was the culmination
of our high school careers and an amazing
way to spend time with friends in a way
that was very representative of us growing
up and starting the rest of our lives.”
As I frantically write the final words of
this article I realize that yes, prom is slightly
overhyped and seniors worry too much about
the event, but there’s so much more to prom.
I was afraid of leaving high school and as a
result, I was afraid of prom and the finality
associated with it. Now, I know that prom is
merely the beginning of a new journey, and
I am ready to take on whatever is left of this
year and everything else with my best friends.
Ten, fifteen, even twenty years from now
we won’t remember what we wore to prom
or the fact that the DJ mysteriously forgot
to play Bollywood music. Rather, we’ll
remember the friendships we forged and
treasured and the memories we made not
only in prom, but in high school as a whole.

SHIV NADKARNI

Choir students, conducted by senior Shiv Nadkarni, perform “On the Morrow” in
front of an audience of family and friends.
who volunteers specializes in one activity, was an experience that I will definitely never
which really facilitates the organization forget. Not only did I get the opportunity to
of the event. The activities included showcase my passion for singing, but I also
selling t-shirts, manning the refreshment learned about the deleterious effects of ALS
table, organizing the performers, and along the way, knowledge that fueled my
ushering. There was a lot going on at once, energy during the performance even more.”
but everything went smoothly because
Of course, the performances onstage
everyone pitched in. That’s what counted.” would not have been successful without
Along with planning the actual event, the help offered backstage. While the
the JP choir had to publicize the event performers sang, choir students and alumni
to the rest of the school to ensure a large hustled behind the curtains to organize
turnout. Committee members stayed the remaining singers. For the committee
after school for weeks and worked on members, this behind-the-scenes assistance
many different promotion tactics, creating stands testament to how the event never fails
eye-catching posters and writing catchy to unite both the current and old members
announcements. Choir council member, of this ever-expanding family. Junior Alyssa
senior Nisha Shankar, stated, “While serving Desai remarked, “It’s awesome to see the
on the publicity committee, I helped design spirit in all of my fellow students, even if
posters that would catch the attention we all did not have the chance to know
of those walking by in the JP hallways. I Mr. Wions, who has fought against the
wanted people to realize how wonderful disease for more than eight years. We all
SerenAIDe is—the whole concept of still care deeply about the cause even after
coming together to raise awareness for a 11 years!” In the end, it was the enthusiasm
cause close to all our hearts and having fun of the choir students for the cause that
at the same time is appealing to everyone.” helped the concert surpass expectations.
At the outset, the audience was entertained
The audience’s enjoyment during the
by multiple singing performances by both concert reflected the choir’s hard work.
JP and Rutgers choir students. Seniors Junior Ketaki Joshi summed the event up,
Joanna Kantilierakis and Becky Gilbert saying, “I think it’s great how we can make
sang “Flight” by Craig Carnelia together. big differences in the world at a young
Junior Shriya Khonde followed with a age, and this event serves as inspiration
rendition of “Someone Like You” from for everyone to continue service for the
the musical Jekyll and Hyde with junior rest of their lives.” Indeed, the facts and
Jelisa Tan accompanying her on the piano. figures prove the concert’s success—
Reflecting upon her act, Shriya stated, collectively, $3,500 was raised for the cause,
“Performing up there, in front of everyone, which is truly an aid for those in need.

song, “Remote Control.” For this piece,
the orchestra introduced an unorthodox
“instrument”—the desk-clerk bell. Each
time the bell rang, the students would freeze
until it sounded again. Upon hearing the
second ring, the orchestra would play an
excerpt of a different song, giving off the
semblance of using a remote control to
switch channels. “Remote Control” proved
to be a creative and popular piece that elicited
laughter from the audience. While watching
the concert orchestra perform, sophomore
Karen Jiang noted, “The atmosphere of
the concert was very lively and spirited. The
entire orchestra was feeling the music, and
that feeling resonated [with] the audience.”
After the Concert Orchestra finished its
performance, the Guitar Ensemble took
the stage with “Walzer No.15 Op.39.”
This classical piece was originally part of
a 16-waltz series arranged as a duet piano
melody. The next piece, “Lillyburlero,”
was a combination of a march and an
Irish jig and was highly reminiscent of
colonial times. The ensemble finished by
presenting a selection from “Notenbuch
for Narnnel,” a renowned suite composed
by Leopold Mozart. The excerpt was part
of a collection written by Mozart for his
daughter, Narnnel, to play on the keyboard.
Later on, the guitarists returned to the stage
to perform the famous tunes “Yesterday”
and “Stairway to Heaven.” These familiar
pieces aroused feelings of nostalgia in older
audience members as they recalled the pop
and rock songs they grew up listening to.
Overall, the Guitar Ensemble’s tunes were
short and sweet, traits which made their
pieces enjoyable for the audience. Freshman
Harshita Jain remarked, “I really enjoyed
performing with the other guitar students
because we all had the opportunity to
showcase our talents and express ourselves.”
Between
the
Guitar
Ensemble’s
performances, the Chamber and Camerata
Combined Orchestra prepared for its
performance by clearing the chairs off the
stage. The audience was impressed to see
the orchestra students stand and perform
without a conductor. The orchestra first
presented “Introduction, Aria, and Presto”
from Benedetto Marcello’s classical suite.
Then, in contrast to the rapid pacing of
Marcello’s “Intro and Presto,” the orchestra
transitioned to a soothing, romantic
melody from Antonin Dvořák’s “Serenade
in E Major.” The Combined Orchestra
concluded its performance in Latin style
by playing two upbeat tangos. After the
two tangos, the Camerata Orchestra
remained onstage to perform its individual
Congo piece from “Danza de Panama.”
The Chamber Orchestra also had its own
spotlight, performing a vigorous movement
from Peter Tchaikovsky’s “Souvenir de
Florence.” Reflecting on the Chamber
and Camerata Orchestra’s performance,
junior Michelle Hsieh commented, “The
spring concert was such a rewarding
experience because the orchestra was
able to demonstrate its capabilities
by trying new techniques, like playing
while standing and memorizing music.”
During the closing ceremony, seniors
from both of the ensembles gathered
onstage to present gifts and deliver heartfelt
speeches to their directors. The students
expressed their passion for music and their
appreciation of their directors’ steadfast
support. While watching the seniors
conclude their final high school concert,
junior Eugene Kim stated, “Our hard work
this year paid off at the spring concert,
which was like the orchestra’s and guitar
ensemble’s farewell to the seniors. It was
really rewarding for us to work as a team
one more time before their graduation.”
Overall, the students and directors who
performed at the spring concert all
showcased their hard work and passion for
music by piecing together a concert that
served as a strong end to a successful year.
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FROM THE GOLDEN LETTERS of JP blazoned in the midst of green across the front to the uniform number on the back,
sports jerseys instill a sense of pride in the hearts of the many athletes that have worn them. This year, while senior athletes
conclude their high school career, pack their bags the locker room, celebrate with underclassmen, and shed the green and gold for
the final time, we asked the class of 2015’s most outstanding athletes to share their parting thoughts on the impact of their sport on
their lives as well as the lessons they’ve learned along the way. From the legacies these exemplary athletes have built to the confidence
and optimism they have displayed, these seniors have become role models for the next generation of athletes.

By FARHAN PATEL, junior, and ROHAN ROY, sophomore

WHEN HE FIRST stepped foot on
a court seven years ago, Lawrence
Lin did not think that volleyball would
become such a major part of life. However,
he hit his first milestone in his high school
volleyball career during his freshman year
when he received the Rookie of the Year
Award. He eventually became captain
and vital member of the varsity squad in
various positions from outside hitter, setter,
libero, and defensive specialist to almost
perfection. During crucial moments in
close matches, he gave his coach freedom
to put him anywhere his skills were needed.
Through volleyball, Lawrence learned to
value teamwork. He comments that “one
person can not always get the job done
by himself,” as evidenced by the strong
chemistry among all the players during
their matches. Whether he is playing a
fun game with his father or competing
on the competitive level, Lawrence
hopes to continue playing volleyball on
the recreational level after he graduates.

FOR HANNAH HARKAY, soccer is not just a high school
sport. It has become a part of her life she can never let
go. Her passion and love for the game, along with her
impressive footwork, has granted her a myriad of awards.
Hannah made headlines by being nominated to the Home
News Tribune All-Area Second team for two consecutive
years in 2013 and 2014. In addition, she was named to the
All-Red Division team and earned the Coaches’ Award in
her junior and senior years. As captain
of the girls varsity soccer team, Hannah
was also chosen to be part of the Top
20 All-State (2014). Through soccer,
she has learned the importance of
cooperation and the value of hard
work and effort. Hannah comments,
“It’s not always best to do things your
way. Sometimes with a little support
from others and a helpful assist, it is
much easier to reach your goal.” Despite
sustaining several injuries, Hannah
overcame these obstacles in order to
continue playing the sport she loves.
She plans to continue her soccer career
playing for Penn State Berks in the fall.

A Sweet 3-Peat
By RISHABH KAPOOR, sophomore

AFTER WINNING THE GMCS for the past
two years, this season’s boys tennis team
faced exceptionally high expectations.
Not only did they meet, if not surpass,
these expectations by becoming GMC
champions for the third time in a row, but
their astounding record this season also
further demonstrated their readiness to take
on any challenge or obstacle in their way. To
celebrate their myriad victories and overall
success, Hawkeye decided to interview the
players and Coach Pisano about their team,
traditions, and preparations for the future:

Q: How does it feel now, winning
a
third county title in a row?
A: We’re all certainly happy for the team.
To have an accomplishment like this under
your belt is a great feeling. Our team has
risen up to the occasion this year and we have
matured as a team, which has helped us a lot
in coping with pressure and crucial moments.
Gokul Murugesan, junior
Q: Tennis is technically a team sport, but
for singles you’re out there alone on the
court. What makes it a team sport for you?
A: The way high school tennis is structured
makes it a very team-oriented sport, as in
we have to win three out of five positions
to win the match. And also the fact that
often we’re always encouraging each other,
cheering on Gokul or Vishal or 2nd doubles,
just makes it a team atmosphere...even
though we’re fighting our individual battles,
we’re never really alone out there, with our
whole team, including JV, backing us up.
		Sarthak Mohanty, senior

Q: Do you have any team traditions
that you guys do to keep yourself
focused, or maybe just for fun?
A: You know the chant “1, 2, 3,
Hawks?” We echo it ourselves sometimes
after the loud “hawks.” And before
matches, someone will start a supportive
“let’s go JP” and then everyone will
say it as it gets passed down the courts.
			Brian Ho, senior
Q: As coach, how do you normally
keep the team calm under pressure and
keep the morale up during practice
or games when everyone is tired out?
A: It’s very difficult with schoolwork,
standardized testing, and now tournament
time to keep the kids focused and calm,
but I encourage them to get sleep and try
to put in a normal day before a match.
Monday is our State Sectional final, and
we’re just going to go through a regular
school day, with no APs thank goodness,
and have a regular match at the end of
the day. There’s nothing special; we’re not
getting out early. We will try to keep the
routine of a regular school day with a match.
			
Coach Pisano
Q: After a season full of hard work
and constant practice, how do you
plan on celebrating with the team?
A: We went out to eat at Buffalo Wild
Wings after the counties. Parents offer Eats
at their houses, so we’ve had two or three
gatherings already. And we just do little fun
things on an off day when we know we’ll
have two or three practices in a row; we’ll
lighten it up a little bit to have a little team
camaraderie with the junior varsity. It’s

DANIEL GALARZA is known as a
cheetah on land and a shark in the water.
An accomplished dual sport athlete, he is
a three-year varsity runner and the captain
of the boys cross country team. As captain,
he led the varsity team to a third place finish
in the GMCs and a sixth place finish at the
State Sectionals this year. He was selected to the
All-Conference team for finishing fifth in 16:43.00
at the GMCs. From his time in the YMCA swim
team to his accomplishments at school, Galarza
is known as one of the best swimmers in the
county. He earned a spot on the All-Conference
team (2014) and won All-Area awards from his
performance at the Meet of the Champions.
From both his sports, Daniel has learned the
importance of working hard and motivating
others to do the same. “I learned how to be leader
and a motivator toward others. From all my years
of experience, I learned that in order to reach your
goals, you cannot do anything else but work hard.
By working hard, you will achieve your goals.” He
will continue his swimming career in the Division
II level at Pace University this coming fall.

important that the junior varsity and varsity
practice together and mix together, so the
JV knows what it’s all about for next year.
			
Coach Pisano
Q: How do the boys contribute to the
team dynamic? In other words, is there
someone who acts as the “rock” of the
team, as comic relief to lighten a tense
situation, or as a calming presence, etc?

A: [Among] the three captains that I have,
one is a good speaker. Sarthak’s the speaker
and a good motivator for conditioning.
Brian Ho is kind of light-hearted and he
gets silly, which lightens the team up. Gokul
is the other captain [who] kind of leads by
example with good sportsmanship. When he
plays in matches, he’s very good that way and
the kids look up to him. 			
			
Coach Pisano
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By DANIEL GALARZA, HANNAH HARKAY, ASHLEIGH ANDERSON, SUSAN ZHAO, ISHIKA GOVIL, AND LAWRENCE LIN

ASHLEIGH ANDERSON

never planned to run in high
school. However, after placing in
a winter track meet as a freshman,
Ashleigh pushed herself to keep going.
She explains that the “idea of finally
being good at something [caused her to]
eventually fall in love with the rush and
accomplishment of working so hard.”
She became a four-year varsity runner
and a two-time captain for the girls cross
country, winter track, and spring track
team. Ashleigh inspired her teammates to
work just as hard and led this year’s varsity
cross country team to the school’s first ever
first place finish at the GMCs. In addition,
she was part of the four-runner relay that
helped break the school records for the
distance medley relay with 13:21.41 and the
4x800 race with 10:06.6. She was named to
the prestigious All-Red Division teams for
winter track and cross country. Although
Ashleigh will not run at the college level,
she still plans on joining a club in order
to keep the sport close to her heart.

SARTHAK MOHANTY began playing
tennis 13 years ago and has developed
into a highly-skilled and confident player.
He became a two-time doubles national
champion and singles national finalist. In
addition, he was nominated as the United
States Tennis Association Eastern Player
of the Year and ranked 30th in the
nation. In JP, Sarthak was captain of the
boys tennis team for two years and led
the team to three consecutive county
championships and two consecutive Red
Division championships. He was also
named to the All-Area, All-Conference,
and All-Division teams because of
his many victories. Commenting on
the importance of tennis in his life, he
states“Tennis was definitely a pivotal
part of my life and it was easy for me
to continue. It was definitely an outlet
for the stress of everyday life.” Although
he does not to plan to continue playing
tennis in college, Sarthak’s optimism
and confidence on the court will live on
and continue to inspire younger players.

SINCE HER FRESHMAN YEAR on the varsity team,
Susan Zhao has compiled an impressive 383 kills,
347 service points, and 69 aces. She has developed a
reputation for being the go-to player when it comes
to serving and putting the volleyball over the net to
score a point. In addition to being named to All-Red
Division and All-Conference, she was selected as the
captain of the team this year and led the Lady Hawks
to an 18-9 record with wins against
a powerful East Brunswick team
and cross-town rivals Edison High
School. Susan reflects on her fouryear varsity volleyball experience,
“Volleyball is a team sport. Losing a
point, earning a point has to be done
by more than one person. Volleyball
has taught me the difficulties, but also
the rewards and successes that come
with teamwork...it’s the driving force
behind the hard work and dedication
that make the wins so much sweeter.”
Susan will not be playing competitive
volleyball in college, but she still
plans to keep playing it as a hobby
throughout her entire life.

Springing into Action Curl, Swim, Win
By ADARSSH NAGAJARAN, sophomore

ALL OF THE spring sports teams have
performed with heart, established impressive
school records, reached extraordinary goals,
and created everlasting memories. For these
teams, representing the green and gold is a
privilege, and they have earned the right to
keep it. Let’s take a look at how the the spring
sports teams have wrapped up their seasons.
BOYS VOLLEYBALL:

Thanks to the guidance of captains Kyle
Mackiewicz (11), Lawrence Lin (12), and
Michael Wang (12), the boys volleyball team
finished their season with an impressive
13-10. The team also qualified for the
quarterfinals of the GMCs and the state
tournament. Coach White was very proud
of his team’s performance; although the
team lost in the first round at states, he
considers the experience as a “good building
block for the future.” With new standards
and expectations, the volleyball team is
determined to steadily improve and work
its way up to a state championship title.
BOYS AND GIRLS LACROSSE:

The boys lacrosse team, led by senior
captains Ravi Thaker and Alex Zias, have
put up a fight at every game to keep games
close throughout the season. Exceptional
players such as Robert Distefano (10),
who led the team with 43 goals, were
key to the team’s many victories. Coach
Siter emphasizes technique as a catalyst
for improvement, stating, “Over the
offseason, we need to work on throwing,
catching, and shooting—the basics. If we
get those down, we will be unstoppable.”

The girls lacrosse team was led by
captains Bianna Koutsenko, Krishna Patel,
and Natasha Rai along with outstanding
juniors including Molly Yelencsics, who
scored 25 goals and had 13 assists, and
Lauren Tencza, who scored 21 goals and
had 4 assists. Coach Dato understands the
importance of developing young player’s
potential, stating, “We only had six returning
players this year, so our program is really
young. We plan to utilize the offseason
and help the young players turn into skilled
veterans by the time our next season starts.”
BOYS AND GIRLS SPRING TRACK:

Led by captains Ryan Daly (12), Zoeb
Mohammedshah (11), and Lucas Dunatov
(11) along with outstanding performer
Aaron John, who ran the 800m in 1:56.23,
the boys track and field team kept meets close
due to their determination and hard work
at practices. According to Coach Martinez,
“The team has a lot of young talent, lots of
sophomores, and lots of potential to become
a great team. That’s what we are going to
work on in the offseason: turning these
sophomores into magnificent runners.”
The girls track and field team, led by senior
captain Megan Gregory, go through dynamic
stretches, pilates, and five-mile distance runs
at every practice. The team was propelled
forward by the performances of Jamina
Morris (11) and Mikhayla Sabo (9) on the
track and Violet Kimble (10) and Tahira
Harmon (9) on the field. When asked about
the team’s future, Coach Riggi confidently
asserts, “We graduate a lot of talent each year,
and we had some great young performances
this year. I am confident that this team
will make next year a year to remember.”

By LAUREN TENCZA, junior

IN ADDITION to our traditional, school sport athletes, Hawkeye is honoring two seniors,
Steven Szemple and Eric Ng. Both have demonstrated outstanding performance in their
sports outside of school, competing internationally in curling and swimming, respectively.
FOLLOWING HIS father’s lead, Steven Szemple began curling
in 2006. Nine years later, Steven and his three teammates from
Minnesota became Junior National Curling Champions and
came in fifth place at the World Championships in Estonia.
These nine years comprised of individual, rigorous
work on Steven’s part. Every year, from September
to March, Steven practiced at least four times a week.
The team’s hard work became evident in its steady
PATRICK FULGENCIO improvement in its level of competition. In 2013, he and
his team received the bronze medal; in 2014, the silver; and finally, in 2015, the gold.
When asked how he mentally prepared to represent the United States in Estonia, Steven
commented, “Every event prepares you for the next, but winning Junior Nationals and earning
a spot in Men’s Nationals was a crucial aid. This gave us a standard of what we should expect
because we got to see a lot of good competition before we went off to Estonia.” Steven’s goal
is to eventually represent the United States at the Olympics, the culmination of all worldwide
sporting competitions. When the time comes, be sure to cheer him on; good luck Steven!
WE MIGHT have the next Michael Phelps in our midst: senior
Eric Ng is competing in the 2016 Olympic Trials. After 13 years
of swimming, Eric has worked nonstop to represent the United
States at the highest level possible in swimming.
Eric practices nine times a week, totaling to about twenty-four
hours each week. He excels in long-distance freestyle events like
the 1500m and 400m, accumulating many impressive accolades.
For example, Eric finished eighth in the 2014 USA-S Winter
ERIC NG Jr. Nationals and tenth in the 2014 USA-S LC Jr. Nationals.
While at Nationals, Eric was able to meet some of the most revered swimmers, including
Michael Phelps and Ryan Lochte. Eric remarks, “Swimming has given me the opportunity
to do things I normally wouldn’t be able to… and to go places and meet new people.”
Over the summer, he will attend the National Open Water Select Camp, a program
that only selects about twelve men and women each year. Eric is grateful for the
impact swimming has made on his life, saying “Swimming helped me become more
disciplined and get used to doing things I don’t want to in order to get better.” We
wish him the best as he continues to swim for Columbia University in the coming fall.

